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ABSTRÀCT

For a small tap, series arrangement of converter stations

is more Suitable and more economical, as compared with par-

aLlel arrangement. However, two inherent drawbacks of an

HVDC converter, namely, the consumption of reactive power

and the production of characteristic harmonics (especially

on the ac side), wiIl become more intense if the converter

operates as a series tap. The concept of "differential fir-
\

ing" of two (or more) bridge sets in series is shown to be

capable of mitigating these problems. The theoretical stud-

ies,are supported by digital simulation studies of a proto-

type so-ca11ed "quasi 24-pulse series tap" incorporated in

the Bipole I I of Nel-son River HVDC system, using the elec-

tromagnetic transients-direct current (nurpC) program of

Manitoba Hydro. The resuLts show the feasibitity of the idea

r+ith no side effects. For a series tap operating as a rec-

tifier only, a "diode rectifier series tap" is proposed,

which results in a Less complex, more reliable and more eco-

nomical system, with no need for any dc circuit breakers.

Oigital simulation studies of a prototype diode rectifier

series tap incorporated in the Bipo1e II of Nelson River

H\IDC system, u'sing the electromagnetic transients program

(eMtp) of Bonneville Power Àdministration, are performed as

wel1.
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a

Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

1.1 GENERÀL REVIEW

Since the outset of application of high voltage direct

current (HwC) transmission, consideration has been given to

interconnecting more than two terminal stations with some

form of dc network. The introduction of thyristor valves in-
\

creased the interest in multiterminal HVDC systems, since

the required extra tasks can be assumed by thyristor valves,

more reliably than by mercury arc valves. Ànother obstacle,

namely, the unavail-ability of dc circuit breakers has, more

or less, been ove'rcome. Dc circuit breakers l1 ,21 , which ba-

sically consist of breaking switches and energy dissipating

devices, have proved feasible, âlthough less flexible and

more expensive than their ac counterparts.

Multiterminal HVDC systems can' basically, be divided

into two categories, namely, parallel and series arrange-

ment,s. Series and paraIIel arrangements of a three-terminal

system are schematically shown in Figure 1.1.

Realist,ic strategies for achieving parallel multiLerminal

operation y¡ere published in 1963 [3], at a time when two-

terminal applications v¡ere still in their infancy. Two

1



a

s.R dc 3.R

Moln
Rcct.

F i gure

s.R. S.R. dc llnc dc llnc 3.R

Moln
lnv.

s.R

Sericc ToP

1 .1 : Series and Parallel Arrangements of a Three-
Terminal HVDC SYst'em'

Moln
lnv.

Moln
Rect

Porollcl
Top

years}ater,thea]ternativearrangement,namely,series

connection of converters [4], emerged' A comprehensive re-

view of the papers dealing with multiterminal HVDC systems'

unti I 1979, is available in t1l. These papers dealt with

multiterminafs using ]ine commutated controlled converters'

white, i'n the present decade' diode rectifiers t5l and

forced commutated inverters [6] have been introduced to par-

allel and series multiterminals' respectively'

Kingsnorth HVÐC scheme in England' which consists of

three terminals, ùus commissioned in 1976. In 1982 the par-

allel operation of Bipoles I & II of Nelson River HvDc sys-

tem for emergency cases [7] became a reality. since then, a

few other multiterminal operations have come into existence

aroundtheworld.Smallseriest'aps,whichhaverecently
gained more at.tention [8-10], can be considered to be among

the potential candidates for future multiterminal opera-

tions.

À comparison between

[ 8, 1 1 ] reveals that the

for smaIl taPs, uP to,

parallel and series

series arrangement is

say 20eo of the main

ar rangements

more suitable

system rating.

2



f

Nevertheless, a series tap may suffer from a number of draw-

þacks, such as higher reactive povter consumption and higher

filtering requirement on the ac side of the tap'

production of harmonics and consumption of reactive power

aretwoinherentdrawbacksofHVDCconverters.Twoconven_
tional methods, namely, application of filters and increas-

ingthenumberofpulses,existforreducingharmonics.
Twelve-pulse operation, effected by providing two bridges

with wye- and delta-connected transformer secondary wind-

ings, has frequently been used. Nevertheless, increasing

the number of pulses beyond tweLve, e.g.I twenty four, using
\

phase-shifting transformer windings, is considered to be un-

economical 112,131 and has not been practiced in HVDC con-

verter stations.

The required reactive povter has been conventionally pro-

vided by synchronous condensers' capacitor banks and par-

tially by filter banks. Static VÀr systems t14l are more re-

cent sources of production and control of reactive power at

HVDC terminals. Forced commutated inverters [15] have also

been suggested as alternatives to Iine commutated inverters,

althoughtheyaremorecomplex.Theyareprovedtobecapa-
ble of providing their own reactive povrer requirement, ês

well as producing and controlling the reactive power re-

quired by their ac systems. Line commutated converters' too'

can, to some extent, controf their reactive po}rer consump-

tion, in addition to fully controlling their real power'

3



I

Such a control can be achieved

tem (where' transmission Loss

controlling both the inverter

t161.

back-to-back HVDC sYs-

a concern) bY ProPerlY

and the system current

with a

is not

voltage

A similar, but more Iimited control of reactive power

(or ac voltage) can be exercised by an independent operation

of. individual bridge sets 1171, provided that, ât least two

bridge sets are avairable. This idea has been suggested for

series taps [18], as weII. AlternaÈive1y, the aim can be

the reduction of certain characteristic harmonic magnitudes

[15], rather than the reduction and controL of reactive pow-

\

êt ¡ or even a combination of both. The term "dif f erential

firirìg", as opposed to "equa] firing" of all bridges' will

be used to indicate such ideas in general' It may be noted

that in both cases the individual valves of each bridge will

be fired by equidistant pulses at every 60 degrees'

Ïfaconverterstationistooperat'einrectifícation
mode only, the application of diode rectifier bridges may be

a favorable option 12,5,1g1. À diode rectifier station is

attractive from economic and reliability points of view'

4



1.2 MOTIVÀ TTONS ÀND OBJECTIVES

As was pointed out in the previous section, two inherent

drawbacks Of an HVDC converter, namely, reactive povrer con-

sumption and harmonic production, become more intense when

the converter operates as a series tap (i.e., operating at

constant dc line currentr rather than constant dc voltage).

There are indications, in the literature [15,19] , that the

concept of differential firing is potentially capable of di-

minishing these drawbacks, although to a Iimited extent. À

special situation may also be recognized, where the tap is

to operate as a rect i f ier only, i . e. , transferr ing power to
\

an HVDC line by a relatively smaLl. series tap. In this case,

a diode rectifier series tap is potentially an advantageous

option 12,5,191 .

The objectives. of this thesis are the followings:

1 Identification and clarification of the major draw-

backs of a series tap as compared with a paraIlel tap

or other HVDC converters.

Development of the idea of diode rectifier series

tapping, its comparison with other possibilities ãnd

the demonstration of its technical feasibility using

digital simulation studies of a prototype system.

Examination and comparison of various possibilities

of the concept of differential firing as used for re-

active power reduction and voltage control of a (line

commutated) series tap.

2

3

5



4

a

Development of the concept of differential firing as

used for harmonic reduction in the context of a clas-

sical application wi'th an appropriate control method,

the demonstration of technical feasibility of the

idea by digital simulation, and examination of the

economic imPlications.

Examination and comparison of various possibilities

of harmonic reduction and its combination with reac-

tive povrer reduction using differential firing.

5

This

cated bY

study wi11, thus,

broken Iines in

be concentrated in the areas indi-

Figure 1.2, in conjunction with
\

small series taps.

-:_l _.
I DIODE I
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Figure 1.22 Basic Classification of HVDC systems.
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r ? OUTLINE OF THE THES]S

parallel and series multiterminal H\IDC systems are com-

pared in Chapter II. The drawbacks of series tapping, as

well as the methods of their mitigation are pointed out.

The reactive povrer requirements of a series tap for both

equal firing and differential firing are formulated and

plotted. The harmonics of a series tap are appropriateLy

represented. The concept of differential firing for harmonic

reduction is briefly explained. The effect of the location

of. a series tap on its dc harmonics entering the dc line is

analyzed., Some characteristics of diode rectifiers are

pointed out and diode rectifier series tapping is intro-

duced.

In Chapter III, diode rectifier series tapping is de-

scribed. The results of digital simulation studies, carried

out for a 10e" diode rectifier series tap incorporated in the

Bipole II t20l of. Ne1son River HVDC system, using the elec-

tromagnetic transients program (eurp) of Bonneville Power

Àdministration (gpe) lZl), are presented. À comparison with

other schemes is presented and economic implications are

pointed out.

In Chapter IV, the voltage regulation capability of a se-

ries tap, using differential firing, is calculated and plot-

ted versus the number of bridge sets. Various possibilities
are discussed. A control met,hod, termed as "predetermined

7



,.

differential firing" method, is developed. Typical functions

tor effecting a kind of operation, termed as "guasi twenty

four-pu1se" operation, are determined. À sma1l disturbance

analysis of a prototype tap is presented. The results of di-

gital simulation studies of the prototype system, namely, a

lOeo guasi twenty four-pulse series tap incorporated in the

Bipole lI of NeÌson River HVDC system, using the electromag-

netic transients-direct current (nUtOC) program of Manitoba

Hydro 1221, are presented and compared with the theoretical

results. The economic implications, other options and other

applications are discussed.

\

Finally, conclusions, major contributions and suggestions

for further research are stated in Chapter V

I
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ChaPter I I

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 GENERAL

In this chapter, paraIIeI and series arrangements of mul-

titerminal HVDC systems are compared. The drawbacks of se-

ries tapping and their mitigation techniques are discussed'

The necessary theoretical background for differential firing

and diode \rectifier techniques are established.

2.2 COMPARISON OF PARA T,T,EL AND SERIES ARRÀNGEMENTS

The pros and cons of paralIeI and series arrangements are

given in Table 2.1 11 ,8,1 1 ,1 I I . Ðepending upon the applica-

tion, each arrangement offerS some advantages over the oth-

er. For a small tap, in particular, the series arrangement

appears more suitable aS well aS more economical. The rea-

sons are as foll0ws.

À small tap is susceptible to system faults' espe-

tially to disturbances on its ovrn ac bus. This mighL

cause commutation failure, recovery from which may be

difficult and may even require a momentary shutdown

of the whole system in case of parallel tapping' A

series tap, however, is less subject to commutation

9
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TABLE 2.1

Comparison of ParaIlel and Series Arrangement s

DESCRI PTION PARALLEL ARRANGEMENT SERIES ARRANGEMENT

1 Taprs Voltage Rating At System Voltage Less lt¡a¡ System Voltage

, Taprs Current Rating Less Tt¡an Systen Current At System Current

3

In su 1 ati on

Leve 1

Line

Tap Equiprnent

The Same Along the Line Different ât Each Section

At Low Voltage At High Voltage

4

Connutation Failure
i¡ One Inverter
Station

May Drah' Excessive Current

frcrn other Stations

I Needs Other Provisions )

Is Handled by }lain Rectifier
0 -Control (Similar to
Point-to-Point Systems )

(

Blocking of a Single
fridge ( in Series

Connection) Requires

Eithe¡ All Stations Work st
Reduced Voltage or That

Station Be Disconnected

No Reduction in Other

StationsrVoltages

6 DC Circuit Breaker More Flexible if Used Not Needed

7

Reversal of Power at
any Station Requires

Mechanica 1

Switch Operation

No Mechsnical

Switch Operation

I

1'¡a¡rsnússion

Losses

Mininized by Keeping

the System Voltage at
Rated Value

l'linimized by Letting the

Inverter with the Highest

PdO/P¿N Set the Current

9
VAr Requirenent

of the Tap

Somewhat Higher !:ran
Conparable Converter in a

Point-to-Point Systen

l,îrch Higher Than

Conparable Converter in a

Point-to-Point System

TO

Harmoni c

llagrritudes (pu )
in the Range

of Operation

Ác

DC

Slightly Iligþer lhan Those
of Point-to-Point Converters

Higher Sran Those

of Point-to -Point Converters

Sllchtl 
'' 

Etsher Tban Those

of Point-to-Point Converters

iluch lligtler Ttran Those i,f
Point- to-Ilci¡t Conv erters

But Usually Leds on Line Base

11
Probability oÏ

Corûnutation Failure High(Þeci.a.l1Y for Snall Taps) fo1l' (!¡¡it b EasY Rec o v er Y )

I2 Central ContTol More Flexible if Used May or May Not Be Used

t3 Dependence on Fast

Conmunication

Higher Ïhan

Point-to-Point Systens

More or Less Sinilar to
Point-to-Point Systens

10



failure and, if a commutation failure happens, it can

recover without shutting the main system down [8'18].

2. A parallel tap has to be rated at system vol-tage

(wittr current rating less than system current). À se-

ries tap need not be rated at system voltage (it has

to be rated at system current ) . For a small tap the

lower voltage rating Iowers the cost considerablly

[8,18].
3. Other general advantages of series arrangements (see

Table 2.1 , rovrs 4, 5, 6, 7 , 12 & 13 ) may also be ex-

plo i ted.

\

on the other hand, a series tap may have some drawbacks

of its ov¡n ( see Table 2.1 , rows 3, 8, 9 s' 10 ) ' The tech-

niques for diminishing these drawbacks will be discussed in

the following sections.

2.3 TRÀNSMTSSTON LOSSES

Incorporation of a series tap in an HVDC system may cause

the transmission losses to be increased. However, hinimum

transmission current and, thus, ffiinimum transmission loss

can be achieved by allowing the station with the larger ra-

tio of instantaneous power to rated povler to set the refer-

ence value for the current controller at the rectifier sta-

tion. This is te.rmed as "comparison of povrer ratios" concept

[18,23]. The extra losses due to the tap will, then, depend

on the daily load curves of the tap as compared with those

of the main inverter.
11



Whether or not the tap should be allowed to set the

current at aII, depends on the importance of the load at the

tap (i.e., a compromise between the minimum loss and Lhe

firm supply of the load at the tap). Therefore, it is con-

sidered as an optional operation strategy, which does not

concern (or interfere) witn the objectives of this thesis.

2.4 INSULÀTION ÀSPECTS

The idea of using a station in series with the line per-

mits the use of low voltage elements, where the insulation
level-s are proportional to the energy tapped and the station\-
floats at line voltage. The isolation between the station
and the ground is achieved by the dc insulation between the

windings of the output transformer and also by the insulated
support structure. It has been suggested t8l that it is more

economical to collect the energy in a low voltage, relative-
ly complex, but low cost transformer, prior to transfer
through an isolation transformer. The application of isofa-
tion transformer will be illustrated later in this thesis
( see Figure 3. 1 (a ) ) .

2.5 REÀCTIVE PoT^TER REoUIREMENTS

The react,ive power characteristics (i.e., P-e

istics) of a series tap can be derived [16,18] as

cha rac te r -

follows.

The reactive povrer demand of a bridge is:

a Pd tan 0 VaId tan ô, (2.1)

12



(

ïrith,
cos

$rhere '
o

Pd

V6

I¿

ó

G

u

and vo

Àfter

a

ö I cos a * cos ( a+v)] 12 vd /vo ,

bridge.

(2.2)

(2.3',)

=, reactive power,

= dc power,

= dc voltage,

= dc current,

= povrer f actor ang1e,

= firing angIe,

= overlap angle,

= no load dc voltage of the

åome simple manipulations,

[ (voï,1)2 - P2ã i 12 .

It should be noted that the exact reactive povrer consump-

tion of a bridge [13] is given by,
,

e = Id\ã {2y+.sin 2c* - sin(2a + 2r)}/(S0V), (2.4)

where,

6V = 3r.-rL"IUlr, (2.5)

and ,L" = commutation reactance.

However, Equation 2.3 is more appropriate for represen-

tation of the reactive povrer characteristics and the

approximation introduces negligible error, indeed.

For convenience, the following per unit (pu) bases are

defined:
Pdn = rated dc povrer in inversion mode = MVÀ base on

both ac and dc sides of the tap,
I¿w = rated dc line current = kA base on the dc side,

.vsN = rated ac system voltage= kv base on the ac side,

13



and os = synchronous angular frequency = rad/s base.

ÀIso, for convenience and simplicity, the foltowing as-

sumptions are made:

o_.- = minimum f iring angle = 2.0 degrees,
m]-n

Ymin = minimum margin angle = 18.0 degrees,

and ôVN = rated commutation voltage loss = 0.06 pu.

From the above definitions and assumptions the following
val-ues are impJ- i ed :

VCn = rated dc voltage in inversion mode = 1.0 pu,

VON = rated no load dc volt,age = 1.1146 pu,

.N = firing angle at rated condition = 1&7.5 degrees,

and Xt = transformer reactance = 10.77e" on its own base.

Àt 1.0 pu ac voltage (on the converter side of the trans-
former ) , the P-Q characteristics ( for constant dc line
currents) are, thus, given by,

e = I (1.1146 tù?--Y?¿f lt- Þur (2.6)

with,
Qi;=Q 1.0 pu

1.0 pu

= 0.492 pu,

and,

%=Q pu = l. 1146 Btr.

CT

o
I
V

IO = 1.0

\, =0.O
ci

For dc line currents of 1.0 and 0.5 PU, the

tics (in inversion mode) are plotted in Figure

Iy, for any number of bridges in series, having

angles, the characteristics will be the same,

unit bases are int,erpreted as overall values.

characteris-

2.1 . Obvious-

egual firing

i f the per

14
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t.o

o.8
:f
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ø o.6

QN

o.4

o.2

o.o
-r.o -o.8 -0.6 - o.4 -o.2

(PU)
o.o

D
'd

Figure 2.12 Reactive Power Characteristics of a Series Tap.

Assuming a load povrer factor of 0.85 lagging, the re-
quired installed reactive povrer wiIl be 1.315 pu, as is
shown in Figure 2.1. For simplicity, the variable range of

the reactive povrer supply, reguired for the variations in

the load power facLor, is not considered here. For the same

converter, if it v¡ere operated at minimum margin angle onIy,

the required installed reactive power wouLd be 1.112 pu

(i.e., a series tap demands 18.26eo more).

gstoþd reoctive power rcqulrrmcnts 
*

\\ ùsrt 8IËl +o.evyr
-\t ü -z -a

I

2 Bridge sets

P. F.=O.85

2 Brldge sets,
ÂoËts

lBridge
=l.OPU

r
4 Bridge sets
I Bridge sets

[¿=o.5 PU=-.8PU

V¿=-l.o PU
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2.5.1 Di ffer ent i al Firinq

Lf. two bridge sets (preferably twelve-pulse bridge sets)

a¡:êavailableandoneoperatesatminimummarginangle,the
reactive povrer consumption of the tap [18] will be'

Q={0.492+t(1.rr4(, r¿)2- (t+r- pa)21L12llZ PU' (2'7)

The characteristic for 1.0 pu dc rine'current is shown in

Figure2.l,aswell.Thischaracteristicwillbereferredto
asminimumVÀrcharacteristicfortwobridgesets(for1.0
pudclinecurrent).Thecorrespondingcharacteristicwith

equalfiringwillthenbeca]IedmaximumVÀrcharacteristic.

OPeratidn on the

installed reactive

tion, especiallY at

2.1. It also means

as one bridge set

time.

minimum VAr characteristic means Be" less

povrer and Iess reactive power consump-

Iight loads, âs can be seen from Figure

higher frequency of commutation failure'

operates at minimum margin angle aIl the

By properly adjusting the firing angles of both bridge

sets (i.e., using a differential firing method) ' any operat-

ing point between the maximum and the minimum VÀr character-

istics can (theoretically) be obtained' This means' if the

tap is operating on t'he minimum VAr characteristic ' it is

possibletoincreasetheVArconsumptionoftheconverter
(i.e., vAr absorption capability) which can be used to re-

duce the overvoltages in the tap's ovrn ac system' ÀIterna-

tively'onecancreatebothabsorptionandproductioncapa_

16



bilities by simply setting an operation characteristic
(".g., a constant power factor Iine) between the maximum and

the minimum VÀr characteristics. In any case, the voltage

regulations on the tap's ac bus will be very small at large

loads.

Larger voltage regulations can be obtained by using more

bridge sets in series. The minimum VAr characteristics of

four and eight bridge sets are shown in Figure 2.1, as well.

The pros and cons of this idea wil-l be discussed in Chapter

IV, after the calculation of the voltage regulation as a

function, of the number of bridge sets in series.
\

2.6 HARMONICS

The magnitudes of characteristic harmonics of HVDC con-

verters are conve.nt ionally plotted versus the overlap angle 
'

using the firing angle as a parameter 112,13,24f. However,

to clarify Èhe behavior of harmonics in a series tap, the

higher desirability for their reduction and the vray they are

to be reduced, a change of variables is desirable to adapt

the representations to the way a series tap operates; the

real povrer of a series tap is regulated by controlling the

tap's dc voltage rather than the dc line current.

The voltage and

bridge for a firing
2.2 [13]. They can

the current waveforms of a controlled

angle of 30 degrees, are shown in Figure

be defined at any firing angi.e âs,

17



I cos cFc6 (l)t , for å.."#d cos ct-cos(o+U )

i(t )=
rd,for +nt.'náo"
Id{l-ffi},fo"ry-<t( Ztt 3+o{u

û.)

o for 2ri/ 3+cr+Ua t < o*n
ûJ tÙ

-i( t-nlor ) (2.8)

and,

v(t )=

,Æ V.cos( ut+r¡ 16) , for O -< t U å ,

,Æ V cos r¡t for * 
<s'(r)û)

Æ V"cos( ut-n/6), ror S < t < ä,

Repetition of aboi¡e e\rery ä , (2.e)

A B c

0 aú

Ir ¡¿ Gurrcnl ln
Pho!c t'At'

o er¡t
7r 2t¡

F i gure 2.22 Voltage and Current Waveforms of a Controlled
Br idge .

where, the firing angle is measurred with reference to the

zero axis of Figure 2.2.

18



The firing and the overlap angles are related to other

variabl-es of a bridge bY,

Vd = Volcos s * cosfo*u)]lz, (2'10)

and,

v,l = vo cos cx' - 3ilcrd/n Þu' ( 2'11)

with,
V _V V Pü,

oì{ S

where, the symbols and per unit bases are

previous section and the voltage drops

transformer resistance are neglected'

Equation 2.12 in Equations 2'10 and 2'11 '

overlap ai'rgles can be der ived ês r

o = arccos {(vo/v= + 3 L"ln . oro/v=)/Voi.t} ,

(2 .12)

as defined in the

on the vafves and

Subst itut ing f rom

the firing and the

(2.13)

urru/Vr)/Voti] - c,. ., (2 .14)

¿/V= and tlIO/ V", which, ât rat-

frequency, simPlY reduce to VU

0

and,

U = arccos {(VO/V" + 3 L"lr

Thus , the new var i.abLes are V

ed ac voltage and sYnchronous

and I , respectivelY.
d

2.6.1 AC Cur rent Harmon rc s

Fourier analysis of i(t) (i.e., Equation 2.e) results in

the real (denoted by subscript R) and imaginary (denoted by

subscript X) components of the fundamental and the nth char-

acteristic harmonic currents of a Iine commutated converter

âSr

19



t (r,

t 
C, lo= ft { cos ( n / 3r2cr )-cos ( n I 3+2a+2p) -/3}'' }'

r i r ¡¡= Çfl i sin ( ri / 3+2 a ) -sin ( n I 3+2a+21t)+u Ì'

{-}- sin((n+1)p/2). sin((n+1)(c*+p lz)+m l3)
n-rr

-!sin( (n-1)u/2 ),sin( (n-1 )(cr+p l2)+wt l 3)\'
n-1

T .-= 2 Y-9- 
"*ry3{-ñh 

sin((n+r)v12).cos((n+1)(a+vl2)+nn/3)^(n)X ntXc

+4 sin( (n-1 )u/2 ). cos( (n-l )(cx+p l})+wt l 3)\'

)R= å* "*T

(2.1s)

(2 .16)

(2 .17 )

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2 .21)

where,

n - mP-1 and mP+1,

P = tþ. number of Pulses = 6 ' 12 
'

and m = 1, 2,

Then ( for n=1 as well ) ,

T:
'(n )

(r (n )P'
+I (n))i )12 ( i.e. , r.m. s. value) ,

0(n)= arctan (11¡;X/I{n)R) 
'

and,

T(.,)= tir,¡ ÆfÐ '

where , the bar denotes pha'sor quant i ty '

Àccording to above the ratio of the nth harmonic current

magnitudetothefundamenta]currentmagnitude(i.e.,

Iqn¡/Içf¡)isafunctionoftwovariables'namely'firing
and overlap angles only. By substituting for these variables

from Equations 2.13 and 2.14, the ratio in question can be

determined in terms of t,he new var iables . 1 1 th and 1 3th

harmonic magnitudes in percentage of fundamental current are

plotted versus vo/v., using ol¿/vs as a parameter' in Fi9-

20



ures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. The numerical assumptions

unit bases of Section 2.5 are implicit in these fig-and per

ures.

easily

For different numerical values, the variables can be

adjusted by simpì.e correction factors.

ðe

ro.o

9.O

8.O

7.O
H

6
o

o

-t.o -o.8 - 0.6 -o.4 -o.2 0.o

i V1l V.

Figure 2.3: 11th Harmonic Current of a Series Tap.

s
9.O

8.O

7.O

6.O

5.O

4.O
o.o

r)

F i gure 2.4 z

-t.o - o.8 -o.6 - o.4 -o.? o.o

vdlvs

13th Harmonic Current of a Series Tap.

It may be no.ted that the nth harmonic

centage of fundamental current approaches

as the dc line current (or, in general,

magnitude in per-

a value of 100/n>.

as the overlap an-

Id=o'oo.2 5

=1,2

r.o
o.8

c¡Id
vs

Id=o'oo.5o

=1.2o.8
t.o

qrld

vs
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gle) approaches zero. However, the required level of filter-

ing for nth harmonic does not depend on this value. It de-

pends on the maximum magnitude of the nth harmonic current

in Amps or in percentage of the rated fundamental current.

Using the latter, the maximum magnitude of 11th harmonic at

rated conditions ( i.e. , synchronous frequency, rated ac

voltage and rated dc line current) is 8.57>", âS can be found

f rom the curve f or t*llu/V" = 1 .0 pu in Figure 2.3 - The cor-

responding value at minimum margin an91e (i.e., the conven-

tional operating condition of an inverter in a point-to-

point HVDC system) is 6.52e", as can be found from the same

curve. This means that the 11th harmonic current increases

by a ratio of 1.314 due to the operation of the converter as

a series tap. Using Figure 2.4, the corresponding ratio for

the 13th harmonic current is 7.08/4.76 = 1.478.

The costs of minimum cost tuned filters increase in pro-

portion with the above ratios 1121. Àlthough part of the in-

crease in the cost of tuned filters (i.e., about one half of

it) has to be attributed to the increase in the reactive

poþrer capability of the filters, the overall cost of the

tapping station may increase considerably. It is so, not

only because the cost of providing ac tuned filters (and

thus its increase) is usually a considerable portion of the

overall cost of a converter, but also because the filter

Losses will be higher as weII.
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To understand the behavior of the phase angles of the

characteristic harmonic currents some approximations are

helpfuI. Approximations of the ac current waveform by a

sguare wave (i.e., for zeto overlap angle) and by a trape-

soidal wave (i.e., for smalf overlap angles) are shown in

Figure2.S,withthesamezetoaxisasinFigure2.2.with
the square waveform, if the zeto axis is moved to the right

by the firing angle plus 60 degrees, the vlaveform will be

symmetrical about the zero axis and, t.hus, the phase angles

of all harmonics will be zero. Therefore, with the zeto axis

as indicated in Figure 2.5,

, 0,^.=r(o+600). (2'22)
' (n)

7f 7r
r¡t r¡¡ t

2tr 2tr

Figure 2,52 SqUare and TrapeSOidal current waveforms.

It may be noted that this result is equal to the limit of

Equation 2.20 as the overlap angle approaches zero. with the

trapesoidal waveform of Figure 2.5, a closer approximation

may be achieved. Again, if the zero axis is moved to the

right by one half of the overlap an91e in excess of the

shift for the sguare wave, the vtaveform will be symmetrical

about the zeÊo axis. Therefore, with the zero axis as indi-

cated in Figure 2.5,

o(n)= n(cr+P/2+6oo) ' (2 '23)

23
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2.6.2 DC Voltaqe Ha nles

where,

Fourier analysis of v(t) (i.e., Equation 2.9)

real and the imaginary components of the nth

age âS r

vln¡nJvo{ #-", (n+r)1t/2), cos( ( n +1 )(d+vl2))

- ;!"o"1 i-l)v 12). cos( ( n-r) þ+¡t /2))\'
and,

vqn¡x=vo{ fr*"1 (n+1 )u/2)'sin(( n+1)(a+1rl2) )

- fr*"f (n-1)u/2) 'si n((n-I)(cr+p lz))j '

results in the

harmonic volt-

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27 )

n

p

anC m

Then,

V

0

and,

=\ mp,

= number of pulses
1^l, ¿,

6, 12,

24

=(n) (v (n)R
+V(n)x )/2 (i.e., r.m.s. vafue),

Vcn)= vç',¡ l1Ð (2.28)

Similar to the ac current harmonics, the ratio of the nth

harmonic voltage magnitude to the no load dc voltage can be

determined in terms of the new variables, using Equations

2.13 and 2.14. The magnitude of the 12th harmonic voltage in

percentage of the no load dc voltage is plotted versus

V¿/V" , using urIO/V" as a parameter, in Figure 2 '6 '

As the overlap angle approaches zero,

(n)= *"t¿ n(V1¡ 
¡X/ 

\tçn¡n)
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Figure 2.6: 12th Harmonic Voltage of a Series Tap.

N

4.O

Y1r,¡/v97"; #f
2+t¡-çn2-r)cos 

2cr(n Q.2e)

reaches its maximum,

( 2.30 )

and at a f iring angle of 90 degrees, it

(Ï 
1 n ¡/Vg%)n.,ur, 

= rcoñnl(n2-r )'

The maximum value for 12th harmonic is then 11.87>", which

wiIl, theoreticall-y, be reached at a f iring angle of 90 de-

grees as the dc line current approaches zero. However, as-

suming that the dc line current can reach as low as 0.2 pu

during the operation at light loads (at rated ac voltage and

synchronous freguency), this value wiIl be 11.80eo, as can be

determined from Figure 2.6, The corresponding value at mini-

mum margin angle is 3.90e", This means that the 12th harmonic

voltage increases by a ratio of 3.02 due to the operation of
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the converter as a series tap. However, the dc harmonics of

a small series tap will still be smaller than those of the

main converters, if they are based on the dc iine voltage.

the phase angle of the nth harmonic voJ-tage can be de-

rived from Equation 2.27 by substituting for the variables

from Equations 2.24 and 2.25. After some simple mathematical

which can be approximated for smaÌl overlap angles as,

ê- . --+ng - arctan(n tan o) ' (2.32)"(n) r + et]l

2.6.3 Harmonics Enterinq the DC Line

To control the magnitudes of harmonics entering a dc line

from a series tap, the lengths of the line sections between

the tap and the main converters may play important roles. À

typical- representation of the situation is shown in Figure

2.7 [ 1 3 ] , where, each line section is represented by its

equivalent pi-circuit at nth harmonic frequency and the tap

is represented by its nth harmonic voltage and its smoothing

reactors. For nth harmonic frequency, the line sections are

virtually short circuited at both main converter ends due to

the application of dc harmonic filters at these terminals.

The impedances seen from the tap at sides 1 and 2 are,

manipulat ions,

0 
q n ¡=n 

( o+P I 2 )- arctan{n+tan n .tan
+n tan nu

1

an(o+p/2)), (2.31\
/2

tanh (y 9"
c (n) (n)

)r

z 1(n) =vr,.r,
r_..r (nJ

)
Yn1(n) /2*r/znt(n)

li Zrtan (2r!", / 
^(n)
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and,

zz(n) =o?,r,)
T, (n)

,L
=-. ---., ' " " eZ

Yn2 (n) / 2+7 / zttz (n)
c ¡n¡ 

tanh (Y 
¡r',; 

ez)

;i Z"tan (2n9", / I¡,r1), (2.34)

where,

þ U+ 
j un,Cn .Æ

=rrTl" =/t c
(2.35)

z -4.æ

8n+J oncUc (n) Y(n)

[r,) 
*i ß (n) =Y [r,) 

=o t (n) 'Y (tt)
(2.36),

zc = characteristic imPedance,

\ = propagatin constant'

0, = attenuatin constant '
S = pbase constant '
À = Yrave length of the line'and

Then '
r, (r,) = -T, (n) =v(r,) / (z 

r 6)*2 z (n)+j tmlt) r (2.37 \

where t

Lt=Ltl * Ltz'
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Therefore, the nth harmonic vortage across the tap including
its smoothing reactors is,

V, (n) -V, (r,) =V(r,) -j"1.îz (r,)

1
= [1- I,v(n) (2.39)

Q .40)

z
t* * rtan

219",

G)-

2tt!., nâ
^ 

(n)'
+tan

or,

f, (n) -v, (n) =
[(n) , fot 0'rot 9"r=

2k+ 1

4 ^ (n)
0rfor l"r=krt,r=kZÀ(n) /2, kf s=1¡ 2,,, .

'i-

ii

ii

This resurt means that if the rine section lengths approach

odd multiples of the guarter $rave length at nth harmonic

freguency, the smoothing reactors wiIl be ineffective. In

fact, Iarge harmonic current magnitudes may appear at the

current antinodes of the Iine sections. rf this condition is
avoided, a proper choice of the smoothing reactors may re-
duce the harmonic magnitudes to acceptable levels. Tf surge

capacitors (S.C.'s) are used, their proper choice on each

side will be helpful as well.

2.6,4 Differential Firinq

From Eguation 2.22, with two (or two sets of) bridges in
series having two different firing angles, the approximate

relative phase angle between the nth harmonic currents pro-

duced by the two (or the two sets of) bridges is,
At6rr)= 

'r(n)- 
01(rr)= n(ar-ot)= nAo ' (2.41)
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which holds for small dc line currents' À closer

tion can be found from Equation 2'23 âs'
1

A0(r,)= n( Ao+ ? Ou ) 
'

Equations2.41and2.42bot'hpointtothefact
proper difference between the two firing angles

phase-shift between the tvro components of the nth harmonic

currents can be effected. This kind of phase-shift can re-

sult in drastic reduction in the magnitudes of a family of

harmonics with some similarity to the outcome of phase-

shi f ting transf ormers.

It is ""it known that an economicaf twelve-pulse opera-

tion can be effected by v¡ye- and delta-connected transformer

windings on the valve side, which implies a phase-shift of

30 degrees. À twenty four-pulse operation requires a phase-

shift of 15 degrees between each tvto transformer windings,

which, along with other reaSons 112,13), makes it uneconomi-

cal. To have similar kinds of operation by different'iaL fir-

ing,Equation2.42showsthataq*¡vl2shouldbeabout30
and 15 degrees, respectively. À significant difference be-

tween the outcomes of the two techniques is that with the

differential firing technique no characteristic harmonic can

be completely eliminat,ed, since creating the phase-shift

means creat,ing a difference between the magnitudes of the

individual components of the harmonics as well, which is not

the case with phase-shifting transformers. Thus, such opera-

tions wilr be referred to as "quasi n-puIse" operations,

where, n = 12, 24, ...

approx ima-

(2.42)

that with a

a desired
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As will be shown later in this thesis, the adoption of a

quasi twelve-puIse operation [15] as the normal operation

mode of an HVDC converter turns out to be economically unat-

t,ract,ive, although it may have other applications ' À quasi

twenty four-pulse operation of two twelve-pul-se bridge sets,

however, is potentially economical, if used as the normal

operation mode of a series t?p. For small 
^U 

, the approxi-

mate situation is as shown in Figure 2.8, where, drastic re-

duct ions in the overall magnitudes of 1 1t,h and 13th harmonic

currents and 12th harmonic voltage are achieved due to a

difference of about 15 degrees between the two firing an-

gles.

A t( t)

(l)
2(t)

(il)
(il)-ï-

*'fiffi,,.,
r(t2) (le)

È180"

Figure 2.82 Phasor Diagrams f or A<r o 15o and Small Âu .

2.7 DIODE RECTIFIER TECHNIOUE

À converter consisting of simple diode bridges can only

operate as a rectifier with no delay angle. À diode rectifi-

er bridge and its output vottage are shown in Figure 2'9'

The reactive power consumption and the magnitudes of charac-

teristic harmonics of a diode rectifier bridge are minimum.
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Figure 2,9: A Diode rectifier Bridge and
Voltage.

its output

À likery application of a series tapping station is where

the electrical energy of a rather smarl isolated source
(..g. , hydraulic generation, wind generation, etc. ) is to be

transferred to an otherwise point-to-point HVDC system
(..g., a readily existing HVDC rine in close proximity).
such a tap wilJ- operate in rectification mode onry. In fact,
it is desirabre to run the tap at (or close to) the minimum

firing angle lirnit, to ensure maximum system volLage and

thereby minimum,transmission losses¡ ês well as minimum re-
active power consumption and minimum harmonic magnitudes at
the tapping station, pointing to the fact that the val_ves

wirl virtually act as simple diodes and can be so replaced
t251.

Diode Rectifier stations have been proposed in the liter-
ature for point-to-point HvDc systems 12,19). In this case

the system vortage is defined by the rectifier white the in-
vert,er controls the system current (i.e., contrary to the
normal operation. mode of a conventional point-to-point HVDC

system). This implies higher reactive povrer requirement and

higher voltage rating of the valves at the inverter end. For
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comparable securiti and flexibility a dc circuit breaker

(one per pole) is required as well. However' the massive

savings at the rectifier end may result in considerable

overall savings. ParaIIel multiterminal HVDC Systems incor-

porating diode rectifier stations have also been suggested

[5], with simi]ar imPlications.

À diode rectifier series tap, however, does not require

the control of the current to be normally assigned to the

inverter station. Nor does it need any dc circuit breakers'

FurÈhermore, with two diode bridges in series having Ìrye-

and delta-connected transformer secondary windings (i'e', a

twelve-pulse diode bridge set) there is a great possibility

for elimination of all harmonic filters' even on the dc side

of a rather small tap.
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ChaPter I I I

DTODE RECTIFIER SERIES TÀPPING

3.1 GENERÀL

In this chapter the incorporation of a diode rectifier

series tap in an otherwise point-to-point HVDC system is de-

scribed. Tire results of digital simulation studies of a

prototype system are presented. Diode rectifier series tap-

ping is compared with other schemes and some conclusions are

drawn.

3,2 OPE TI ON MODES OF THE SYSTEM

The system basically consists of three terminals, namely,

a controlled converter station at the main sending end

(i.e., main rectifier), another controlled converter station

at the receíving end (i.e., inverter) and a diode rectifier

station somewhere along the dc line (i.e., tap), all in se-

ries. The operation modes of the system are similar to those

of a conventional point-to-point HVDC system and the tap

simply delivers a constant power for a given dc line cur-

rent, âS described in the subseguent subsections. It may be

noted that the imposition of a unidirectional flow of power

in the main system is for convenience and is not-a must.
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3.2.1 NormaI Operat i on Mode

The main rectifier is normally in control of the system

current while the inverter, which operates as close to its

minimum margin angle as possible, defines the system volt-

age. This operation mode (aIso known as alpha-constant con-

trol mode) can be described by the following equations¡

vdl =-vo cosYmLn + 3xc Tolr (=-1'0 pu) 
'

Vdr = Vo - 3Xc f6/r,

Vd, = Vo coso, - 3X. f-¿lt,

Id = (Vdr + Vdr - Vat)/R.e,,

where,

Rg = total dc line resistance,

and the additional subscripts i, rt and

êF, tap rectj.f ier and main rectif ier,

subscripts are implied for each no load

commutation reactance, âs we11.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

rm indicate invert-

respect ively. These

dc volt,age and each

3.2.2 Àbnormal OPeration Mode

If the total rectifier voltage is unable to overcome the

inverter voltage (e.g., one rectifier bridge is suddenly

blocked), the inverter takes over the control of the system

current. The current wiIl be reduced by the current margin

(i.e., typically 10e") and t,he main rectif ier wiIl operate at

its minimum firing angle. This operation mode (also known

as beta-constant conLrol mode) can be described by the fol-

lowing equations:
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v

3.3

3.3.1

dr V coscr.o m].rl

Tvpical Àrranqements

3X I-Ulr ,c
(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Vdt = Vo - 3Xc f U/tt ,

vdl =-vo cosß - 3x" r¿/n 
'

Id = (Vdr t Vdr - Var)/Rt ,

where,

ß = advance firing angle of the inverter'

TÀPPING STATI ON

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, it is prefera-

ble to use two diode bridges with wye- and delt'a-connected

transformer secondary windings acting as one twelve-pulse

set. The bridges have to be isolated from the ground, ê'9'¡

placed in a metal housing on a platform at the line voltage'

The isolation of the low vol-tage side from the high voltage

side may be provided either by the converter transformer or

by an isolation transformer. Às was mentioned in section

2.4, the latter has been suggested to be more economical t8l

and is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The former (not shown) can

be obtained from Figure 3.1 (a) by eliminating the isolation

transformer and placing the converter transformer at the

ground voltage with the neutral point of its primarlr winding

connected to t,he ground. Another possibility is to place the

generator on the high voJ-tage platform as well, and there-

fore,€Iiminatet'heneedforisolationthroughanytrans-
former. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3.1(b).
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In each arrangement of Figure 3.1, the basic arrangement

of isolation swit,ches (rS's), by-pass switch (sps) and

smoothing reactors (S.R.'s) is shown. To protect the con-

verter station against voltage surges in the dc line (i.e.,

to reduce ðv/dtl, surge capacitors (S.C.'s) may be consid-

ered on both sides of the tap. AIso, âS in conventional con-

verters, surge diverters (not shown) are needed for protec-

tion purposes t 1 I l. Usual1y, no harmonic filters is

required. The generator is equipped $tilh both voltage and

speed regulators. The reactive power of the tap (u'g', 33e"

of the real power, for 0.06 pu rated commutation voltage

loss) can be entirely supplied by the generator. The block-

ing (or deblocking) of the tap is effected by opening (or
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closing) its ac circuit breaker (C.¡.), as described in the
next subsection. No dc circuit breakers is required. Trans_
former tap changersr âs werr as communication between the
tapping station and the main stations are not essential.

3.3.2 Blockinq and bloc k lngDe

when the tap is out of service, the dc system current
passes through the by-pass switchi the by_pass switch is
closed and the isolation switches and the tap's ac circuit
breaker are open. closing the isolation switches and then
opening the by-pass switch cause the current to be diverted
to the diodesi alr diodes become forward biased and provide
the current with three parallel paths. At this state, cros-
ing the tap's ac circuit breaker causes the debl_ocking of
t'he tap l2l . However, it means a sudden rarge load (..g.,
1.0 pu for 1.0 pu dc line current) on the generator as well
as a significant disturbance in the dc system. This situ-
ation can be avoided by reducing the no load terminaL vort-
age of the machine to a predetermined value. The predeter-
mined varue [ây, with sufficient accuracy, be carcu]ated

+ Vto
Vdt=o

+
Vto

(v¡) t¡ d

Figure 3.2¿ Simplif ied Circuit and
Zero Tap Output.

-Ig Xt -Ig Xg

vrvr
I t̂

ïs

xg Xt
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f rom a simple phasor diagramr âs shoh'n in Figure 3.2, where,

VtO = generator no load terminal voltage,

Vt = generator terminal voltage,

Vf = generator field voltage = Vt' in per unit'

Ig = generator current 
'

Xr,. = generator reactance '
Xt = transformer leakage reactance(s) '

and v¿t = dc vortage of the tap'

The generator no load t,erminal voltage drops entirely on the

reactances, resulting in zeto voltage on the dc side of the

tap (at steady state), i.e., no reaL power output. The com-

mutation process, however, takes place and the current will

Iag the terminal voltage by 90 degrees, i'e" only reactive

power will be consumed by t,he tap. Thus, f or a smooth start-

up of the tap, the procedures will be as follows'

1. Run the generator at synchronous speed (no load).

2. Adjust the generator terminaL voltage to a predeter-

mined value which will result in zero (or a small

value, saY,0.1 pu) output on the dc side of the tap

(see Figure 3.2).

3. Àt ttre same time, close the isolation switches and,

once aI1 diodes are conducting' open the by-pass

switch.

4. Close the tap's ac circuit breaker'

5. Gradually increase the field voltage to reach the de-

sired terminal voltage, while allowing the speed con-

trol to maintain the desired speed'
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6. Increase the inverter voltage (or deblock the corre-
sponding inverter bridge set).

The procedures for a smooth blocking (shut-off) of the

tap can easily be derived from the start-up procedures by a

proper rearrangement using the reverse actions and need not

be repealed here. It mdy be noted that it is possible to
block the tap without a pre-reduction of the machine termi-
nal volt,age. However, such a blocking may cause large

stresses on the machine, some overvoltages in the t,apping

station and a significant disturbance in the dc system and,

therefore, should be avoided except in emergency cases. Fur-

thermore, it would be the case with a controlled t.ap as

we11.

3.4 SIMULÀTTON MODELLING

For digital simulation studies, basically the Bipole II
of Nelson River HVDC system is considered as the main sys-

tem. Each main converter is modelled by its equivalent cir-
cuit seen from its dc side, namely, by an equivalent dc

voltage source (i.e., V.coso for the main rectifier and

Vocos ß for the inverter) and an eguivalent resistance
( i.e. , Il^^ = 3ol^/n ) at either end, as shown in Figure'eqc'
3.3(a). The smoothing reactors, the 12th dc harmonic tuned

filters and the dc high-pass (u.p. ) filters are included at

both ends. Furthermore, a thyristor (not shown) is simulat-

ed in series with each dc voltage source to ensure that the
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current does not frow in reverse direction. Figure 3.3(b)
shows the block diagram of the current controrrer at the
main rectifier, which is basicarly a proportionar-integral
(pl) controller. Similar current controller is considered at
the inverter end, but its ordered current is rowered by a

current margin of 10eo, as shown in Figure 3.3(c). The mini-
mum margin angre-controller of the inverter is moderled by a

simpre straight forward block which represents the negative

slope of the vortage-current characteristic of the inverter
and is shown in Figure 3.3(c) as wel_l.

c.B

s.R. Id , s. R. s.R. s.R.

R

Vo Cos c

td(m¡¡

'ï BPS

ï

(a) Simulation Network

ll50

+ a

2o 20
l¿(un¡)

800

+
loo lloo

(Llnc)

lloo

(c) Controls at Inverter

I s

t(mqrgln)

Ttzth H.P.

R"q

Vo Cor B
s s.c

I
rzthH.P.

+

c

(b) Controls at Rectif ier

Figure 3.3: Simulation Network and Controls.
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The dc transmission line is divided into two sections.

One-third of it is considered between the main rectifier and

the tapping station and the rest (two-thirds) between the

tapping station and the inverter (i.e., Jenpeg would be the

approximate location of the tapping station). Distributed
parameter Iine model is used.

The tapping station is modelled in detail, based on Fig-

ure 3.1(b). Each bridge consists of six diodes and a snub-

ber circuit (i.e., a resistor in series with a capacitor)

across each diode. The field voltage and the mechanical

torque of the synchronous generator are kept constant during

the study time of the faults and other transients(i.e., at

pre-fauIt values).

To fully utilize the extra povrer introduced to the system

by the tap, the total inverter voltage of the system should

be increased correspondingly. This can be achieved by intro-

ducing an extra twelve-pulse bridge set at the inverter end

(or possibly somewhere else along the line). Alternatively,

bridges of higher voltage rating may be considered at the

inverter end, which is more appropriate in case of a smaÌl

rectifier tap. For digital simulation studies presented in

the next section the tap is 1Oeo (i.e., its rated dc voltage

is 1Oeo of the rated dc voltage of the original inverter sta-

tion) and the inverter voltage is increased to 110e. (..g. ,

by transformer tap changers, with the implicit assumption

that the extra stresses would be tolerable). No extra volt-
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age margin at the main rectifier is considered. The simula_
tion data is given in Àppendix À. The simulation program is
EMTP [20] mode zg. The tine step is 0.00004 s except for
harmonic analysis, where iL is reduced to 0.00002 s for more
accuracy' Note that for ac waveforms the maximum (rather
than r.m.s.) rated varues are used as the per unit bases.

3.5

3.5.1

SIMULATION RESULTS

Waveforms and Harmonics of the Tap

The steady-state waveforms of the tapping station at r.0
pu'dc line current are presented in F,igure 3.4. The 11th
and the '13th harmonic magnitudes of Lhe ac current and the
12th harmonic magnitude of the dc voltage have been evar-uat*
ed as 2.24%, 1.35eo and s.6eo (or 0.54e. on the line voJ_tage
base), respectively. Taking the transformer reactance as
commutation reactance, the theoretical varues are 3.9ea,2.seo
and 2'7eo llzl, respectivery. The discripancy between the
measured and the theoretical values is mainly due to the
fact that the machine causes a significant increase in the
commutation reactance (especially so, because no filters is
used) which, in t,urn, increases the commutation (overrap)
angle. However, for twelve-purse operation of the tap, the
commutation angle does not increase beyond 3o degrees and,
instead, the voltage zero crossings are delayed (say, 5 to
10 degrees). This, in fact, is equivalent to a minimum fir-
ing angle limit in a controlled rectifier.
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In Figure 3.5, the voltage across the tap including its

smoothing reactors is presented for two different locations

of the tapping station. For the first graph, the length of

the tine sections are nearly even multiples of the quarter

vrave length at 12th harmonic frequency and the waveform con-

tains negligible amounts of 12th and other harmonics. For

the second graph, the lengths of the Iine sections are near-

Iy odd multiples of the guarter wave length at 12th harmonic

freguency and the 12th harmonic magnitude is hardly reduced

by the smoothing reactors (compare with the second graph of

Figure 3.4). These results are consistent with the theoreti-

ca1 results of Subsection 2.6.g.
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rt may be noted that in another test (not presented) the
surge capacitors were disconnected, for both locations of
the tap, which resulted in littre change in the harmonic

content of either vravef orm. Espec iar1y, the change in '1 2th

harmonic magnitude was negligible.

3.5.2 Blockinq and Deblockinq of the Tap

The resurts of a deblocking of the tap, carried out ac-

cording to procedures 1 to 4 0f subsection 3.3.2, are pre-
sented in Figure 3.6. Before closing the tap,s ac circuit
breaker, the dc line current is 1.0 pu and the generator

terminal voltage is 0.4 pu. The commutation process starts
immediately after closing the tap's circuit breaker at | =

1.025 s. some voltage appears on the dc side of the tap,
which vanishes in less than 0.2 second. The change in the

speed of the machine as well as the change in the dc line
current vrere insigni f icant ( not shown ) .

The results of a brocking of the tap are presented in
Figure 3.7. Prior to opening the taprs circuit breaker the

field voltage of the machine is 0.4 pu and the dc line cur-
rent is 1.0 pu. The circuit breaker is opened at first cur-
rent zero crossings after | = 1.025 s. The current is di-
verted to the diodes ( i.e. , arl diodes conducting) wittr
virtually no disturbances.
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The results of an emergency blocking of the tap are shown

in Figure 3.8. Prior to opening the tap's circuit breaker

the terminaL voltage of the machine and the dc line current
are both 1.0 pu. The circuit breaker is opened at first cur-
rent zero crossings after ! = 0.6 s. The dc Line current
drops since the main rectifier is unable to maintain it. The

inverter's current controller takes over and the current is
maintained at 0.9 pu in less than 0.2 second after Lhe

blocking of the tap. Now, reducing the dc voltage of the

inverter to its original value (i.e., without the tap) would

cause the main rectifier's current controller to be in

charge again (resulting in 1.0 pu dc Iine current).
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3.5.3 Faults in the AC Svstem of the Tap

The results of a three-phase (to ground) short circuit
and a singre phase-to-ground short circuit at the genera-

tor's bus are presented in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, respective-
ly. Both faults start at | = 0.6 s and rast for 100 ms

(i.e., 6 cycles). Figures 3.9 and 3.10 reveal- that these
faults cause rerativery minor disturbances in the dc system,

as is expected to be the case for a small tap.
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3.5.4 Maior Disturbances in the Main DC System

À dc line fault is usually the most severe fault in an

HVDC system and requires the current to be brought to zero.

This is usually accomplished by applying a forced retard at

the rectifier end, i.e., forcing Èhe rectifier into inver-

sion mode to quickly absorb the energy stored in the dc sys-

tem. Similar provision is assumed with the system incorpo-

rating a diode rectifier series tap. The results of a dc

Iine (to ground) fault at the inverter end, right before the

inverter's smoothing reactor, are presented in Figure 3.1 1 .

The first graph represents the fault with the tap out of

service and is provided for comparison. The fault initiates

at | = 0.63 s. The forced retard is applied by changing the

current order to zeto, 6.5 ms after the conception of the

fault to allow for the ]ine travel time as well as the fault

detection time. Àfter 200 ms from the conception of the

fault ( i . e. , to aLlow for deion izaLion ) , the fault is re-

moved and the current order is changed to its pre-fault val-

u€r namely 1.0 pu.

It may be noted that once the current reaches zeto the

tap automatically stops and there is no need to block the

tap by opening its ac circuit breaker, which would be much

slower than the converter action. Nor is any dc circuit

breakers needed. Once the fault is removed and the current

starts to build up in the dc Iine, the commutation process

will also automatically take place in the tapping station.
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comparison of the second graph with the first graph in Fiq-

ure 3.1 1 indicates that both the current peak and the dura-

tionforbringingthecurrenttozerohaveslightlyin_
creased due to the tap. such increases wilt set a }imit to

the relative rating of the tap and may become decisive in

this resPect.

. Dc line faults at both sides of the tap' as well as at

the main rectifier end, have been investigated as wel-1' The

resuÌts (not presented) have shown no extra significance as

compared with that of Figure 3.11. Not surprisingly, the

faults between the tap and the main rectifier were as sig-

nificant as the corresponding faults with the tap removed'

À single commutation Failure in an inverter station vir-

tuaIly results in a simple short circuit on its dc side for

somewhat fess than one half of a cycle. The results of such

a short circuit at the inverter endr starting at t = 0'6 s

and lasting for I ms, are presented in Figure 3'12' The

firstgraphrepresentsthefault$¡iththetapoutofser-
vice.Itmaybenotedthatthetaphascausedaslightin-
crease in the current peak. rn an HVÐC incorporating a diode

rectifier station as a main rectifier station, such a cur-

rentpeakmayberelievedbyanegativeceilingdemandof
the excitation system of the generator at the diode rectifi-

er station l2l. Such provision in the tapping station has

been neither needed nor significantly helpful. However, it

may become desirable, ê5 well as more ÏrelpfuI, for larger

tapping stations.
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Another rather large disturbance in the main system is

partial blocking of the converters. The results of the

blocking of one twelve-pulse bridge set at the main rectifi-

er end ( i.e. , one half of the converter ) at | = 0.65 s 
'

which is followed by the blocking of one twelve-pulse bridge

Set at the inverter end af te r 20 rIìS, are presented in Figure

3.13. Tt may be noted that some extra voltage margin at the

rectifier end would have been reguired if the tap had not

existed, of the rectifier would not have been able to main-

tain the current (of courSe, after maintaing the current by

the inverter, the rectifier voltage could have been in-

creased by its transformer tap changers enabling it to con-

trol the current again). But, with the tap incorporated no

extra voltage margin is reguired since, while the main con-

verter voftages reduce to one half, the tap voltage remains

the same and, thus, the total remaining rectifier voltage is

able to maintain the current.
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3.6 COMPART SON WITH OTHER SCHEMES

In a diode rectifier station, not only thyristors are re-

placed by simple diodes, but also, many other advantages may

be obtained. Among them, elimination of ac filters, genera-

tor transformer and the corresponding bus work' controls,

buldings and communication system, âS well aS easier opera-

tion and maintenance, higher reliability and possibly opera-

tion at higher frequencies for better efficiency may be men-

tioned. However, in a point-to-point (or a paralleI

multiterminal) HVDC system the employment of a diode recti-

fier station implies higher reactive power requirement and

higher vol-tage rating of the valves at the inverter station

(or at the inverter station that could have been operating

at minimum margin angle). The requirement of a dc circuit

breaker is implied aS we11. UsuaJ-Iy, a considerable overall

saving is possible (the system may also become more stable)

12,5, 1gl.

In a diode rectifier series tapping station, all savings

peculiar to a diode rectifier sLation can be achieved' For a

smal1 tap the dc harmonic filters can be eliminated as well'

No extra costs at the inverter end is imptied. No dc circuit

breaker is required. À moderate increase in the voltage

margin of the main rectifier may be required for comparable

flexibility. However, this requirement is due to incorpora-

tion of a series tap rather than the application of diodes

for controlled valves.
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A comparitive overview of four

sented in Table 3.1 . These schemes

different schemes is Pre-

are as follows.

1 À point-to-Point HVDC sYstem (or a

ment) wittr controlled converters'

paraIleI arrange-

2 Similar to 1, except that the (main) rectifier is a

diode rect i f ier .

AnHVDCsystemwiththreecontrolledconverters'
namely, a main rectifier,, a small rectifier tap and

an inverter, all in series'

Similarto3,exceptthatthetapisadioderectifi-
er station.

t
J

4
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3,7 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, diode rectifier series tapping has been

described. The operation modes of the system do not need to

be different from those of a conventional point-to-point

HVDC system. The tapping station can operate s¡ithout commu-

nication, harmonic filters and many other pieces of equip-

ment normally used in an HVDC converter station. The tap can

be bl-ocked or debÌocked smoothly. The system can satisfacto-

rily recover from all major faults and transients wíthout

the need for any dc circuit breakers. The tap does not

overly increase the complexity of the system and the flexi-

bility of the main system remains more or less intact.

Diode recÈifier series tapping is economically very at-

tractive. Easier operation and maintenance (i.e., leSS per-

sonnel ) as well as higher reliability of a diode rectifier

tapping station are of special importance for an isolated

remote generation site.
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Chapter IV

DIFFERENTIAL FIRING TN SERTES TAPPING

4.1 GENERAL

In this chapter, the concept of differential f iring is

examined for two categories of objectives, namely, vÀr con-

trol and harmonics control. The voltage regulation capabili-

ty of the tap is calculated as a function of the number of

bridge sets in series. Harmonics control is mainly dis-

cussed in the context of a guasi twenty four-pulse tap with

an appropriate control method termed as "predetermined dif-

ferential firing" method. A small disturbance analysis of a

prototype tap is presented. The results of digital simul'a-

tion studies of the prototype tap incorporated in an other-

wise point-to-point HVDC system are presented and compared

with the theoretical results. Economic aspects and other

applications are discussed and Some conclusions are drawn.

4.2 VAR CONTROL

In Chapt.er II, it was mentioned that with two bridge sets

in series the voltage regulation on the tap's ovrn ac bus are

small at a large load. In factr âS can be seen from Figure

2.1, at Pd = -'1 .0 pu no controllable regulation exists, ir-
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respective of the number of bridge sets. On the other hand,

the voltage regulation can always be considerable at a Iight

load (which is not needed much). Therefore, hêither Pd =

-1.0 PU, nor Pd = 0.0 can be used for assessment and compar_

ison of different cases. À more reasonable point is the most

probable load; Pn = -0.8 pu at Id = 1.0 pu (equivalent to v6

= -0.8 pu at any I¿) will be used for calculation of the

voltage regulation as a function of the number of bridge

sets in series.

Àssuming that t,he reguired reactive povrer is supplied by

capacitor banks on1y, the voltage regu].ation of the tap can

be calculated using the reasoning suggested in t16l for sim-

ilar situations. If for some reason the voltage at the ac

bus drops by 
^Vs, 

the VÀr output of the capacitor banks

drops by,

¡Q= (4.1)

where, ocN is the per unit rated vÀr output of the capacitor

banks. À 
^Q 

vÀr is needed to keep the voltage from further

decreasing. Another 
^o 

is needed to bring the volLage back

to 1.0 pu. Similar reasoning can be made for a a\I" increase

in the vottage. Therefore, in either case, ZnO should be

compensated by the converter. Substituting Vo = 1.1146 \t"

pu, P,l = -0.8 pu and I¿ = .l .0 pu in Equation 2'3, the maxi-

mum and the minimum VÀr consumptions of the converter âE€r

Qmax= t(1.1146 vs ,"*)2- ().647r1?-ru, (4'2)

Qmin= { (NB-1) t (1 .1146 v* ,ir,) 2- v?¿¡t lz

+ t(1.1146 vs min)'-u'urf l2llrvn pur (4'3)
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where (using Ymin = 18 degrees, ôV* = 0.06 pu and (¡ = 1.0

Pu),
Vat = -1 .06 V* m1n * 0.06 , ( 4 .4\

VaZ = -0.8 NB - (nn - 1) V,11 , (4.5)

and NB = number of bridge sets = 1,2,..., 10. Now, let

$l¡ be the VÀr consumed by the converter vrith NB bridge sets

at V" = 1.0 pu. QNB's are given by the points on constant

povrer factor (i.e., 0.85 lagging) Iines at Pd = -0.8 pu, in

Figure 2.1. Then, using Equation 4.1,

Q."*-Q'¡u=2 aQ,¡¿¡=2QcNB (1-v" ,nr*') , (4 . 6 )

Qmin-Qn¡=2 aQmin=2QcN¡ (1-rr" *ir,2) , (4 .7 )

where, QcNB is the per unit rated VÀr output of the capaci-

tor banks installed for the converter with NB bridge sets.

Substituting for Q*"* and Qri' from Equations 4.2 and 4.3

and then for V¿1 and VaZ from Equations 4.4 and 4.5 in Equa-

tions 4.6 and 4.7 and after some simple manipulations, the

following equations can be obtained:

4Q"*g2 v. ,0"*4 - tr .n462#Q"*¡(Q*r+zQ"Ns)I
,¿,Vo,n"*'+ (Q¡g+ZQcNg)'+Ð.64 = 0r (4.8)

and,

(Nn - 1)t(1.1146 vs ,nir)2- - (0.06 - 1'06 \'" ri-n)2l112/nn+

{(1.1146 vs,in),-l(n.q6-t.05 vs *ín)(NB-1)+o.R
- Qrrn-2oc¡{q(1-vs *ir,2) = o.

NBl2t1/27¡o

Using Figure 2.1 to determine afqg and QcNq, one can

late vs m¿¡ and vs rln from Equations 4.8 and 4.9,

NB = 1 , 2, .. . | 1 0. They are ploLted versus NB in

4.1. Their limits as NB becomes very large are 1.05

0.97 pu respectively, and are shown in Figure 4.1 as
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Àccording to Figure 4.1, for a considerable regulation a

rather large number of bridges (say, 4 < NB < 10) is re-

quired. This means a high degree of complexity in the tap-

ping station. The freguency of commutation failures will in-

crease, as well. Furthermore, the regulation capability

drops drastically as one bridge set (or more) goes out of

service. Thus, the cost increase (due to using small-er

bridges) can hardiy be attributed to higher flexibility. It

may also be noted that operation on a minimum VÀr character-

istic results in somewhat Iower overall magnitudes of har-

monics, e.g., with two bridge sets 11th, 13th and 12th har-

monics can theoretically reach as high aS 7 .55>", 5.92e" and

7.85ea respectively ( as compared with 8.57e., '7.08>" and

1 1.80e" respectively). Nevertheless, such reductions will be

undone in case of voltage regulation by the tap.
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The above drawbacks indicate that the idea of voltage

regulation by means of differential firing is rather unsui-

table for smaIJ- taps (for other series arrangements, how-

ever, some of these drawbacks may diminish and some can be

improved by other means). on the other hand, as will be

shown in subsequent sections of this chapter, a potentiarly

advantageous alternative, namely, harmonic magnitude reduc-

tion, €xists. Another possibility is the reduction of some

of the transient overvoltages of the tap's ac bus by the tap

itself,whichisexploitableevenunderegualfiring.

4.3 HÀ TCS CONTROL

4.3.1 Control SYstem Modi f i cat i ons

BasicalIy the tap needs a povrer (or speed) regulator and

a minimum margin angle controller to protect it against com-

mutation failure 110,26,27). Moreover, with two bridge sets

in series, a proper difference should be effected between

the firing angles of the bridge sets to cause a desired har-

monic reduction. These controls are schematically shown in

the block diagram of Figure 4.2. For any deSired harmonics

reduction, the difference angle is, at any instance' to be

determined according to a predetermined function' Thus this

cont,rol method wiII be referred to as "predetermined differ-

ential firing" method (it may be noted that this control

method can be used for VAr control as well)'
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F i gure 4.2zcontrolBlockDiagramforPredetermined
Differential Firing.

The output of the pov¡er regulator, 0, (after being checked

with two Iimits, where, the minimum limit in rectification

mode v¡ould be 2 lo 5 degrees and the maximum limit would

come from the minimum margin angle controtler aS well as

forced retard signals), s¡ould normally be given to valve

controls to effect the proper firing of individuaf valves

within every valve group. However, in Figure 4.2, c[ iS pro-

cessed to two firing angles dl and o?_ according to a predet-

ermined function, f. ÀIso, the maximum and the minimum lim-

its of q are modified according to two other predetermined

functions, f, and fZ, respectively' Ànother function' g' is

neededtoproper]yrelate0toolandG2.]nfact,thefirst
conceivable choice is either o = o1 or o = cl2 ' But ' in ei-

ther case, v.l would be somewhat dependent on acr . with

0 = 0 , where,
e

cos de = (cos ttr + cos

zmor)/- Cont?ol

vd - conlrol

Solvc
c=g(o, ,azl

c¡ âo2

rl (crldrY¡rar)
nln'ff t6rV. t ø)
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the dependence on acr will be removed. This choice will have

another advantage that will- be mentioned at its own place.
ce is referred to as "effective firing angle", since it
would produce the same dc power output as is produced by ol

and d2 together, if both bridge sets vrere fired by oe. With

G = ce, the solution for al and d2 is,
o1 = ârccos [cos s./cos (^a/2)] - nu/Z t (4..1 1 )

c2 = ârccos [cos c"/cos (^o/2)l + td/2. ( 4.121

Thus, the problem requires the determination of f( cr",

urtu /v" ) , f 1(c2¡¿¡) and f 2(r,rr¿/v") Note that, âs l¡as shown

in Section 2.6, û), Ia and Vs act as one independent vari-
abIe, namely, 6I¿/V" .

4 .3 .2 Behav i or of Overall H.armonic Maqnitudes

In Chapter II, it was shown that to effect a guasi twenty

four-pulse operation, Aa * l/2 Âu should be approximately 15

degrees. This approximation holds for small ¡u; the larger

the Àp , the higher the error. The largest Àu occurs when one

bridge set operates at its minimum margin angle limit (at

highest oI¿/v"¡. Using the exact relationships derived in
Section 2.6, the 1'1th, the 13th and the '1 2th harmonics are

plotted versus the difference angIe, at synchronous frequen-

cy, rated ac voltage, rated dc Iine current and minimum mar-

gin angle for the seccnd bridge set, in Figure 4.3.

In F igure 4

zeîo I after a

3 , as the di fference

slight increase al the

angle increases from

beginning, both the
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Figure 4. 3: Overall Harmon ics Versus Di f ference Àng1e.

11th and the 13th harmonics decrease drastically to their
(first) minimums at points C and À, respectively. The change

in the 12th harmonic is slight. The behaviors of the higher

order harmonics (not shown) are similar, but their minimums

occur at different locations. The 23rd and the 25th harmon-

ics, in fact, almost reach their maximums at points C and À,

respectively (after each having a minimum at about half of

the difference angle corresponding to points C and A, re-

spectively). The 35th and Lhe 37th harmonics will have
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their second minimums at the

to those of points C and À,

nitudes of the 35th, 37th

Iittle concern anyvray ( so

words, optimum difference

situation, where, the

difference angles rather

respectively. The remaining

and higher order harmonics a

are the dc harmonics). In

angle virtually corresponds

c Lose

mag-

re of

othe r

toa

and

13th harmonics together

filtering reguirement for 11th

is minimum.

It should be noted that the optimum difference angle

alone is not sufficient to arrive at optimum leveI of fil-
tering to be provided and other factors will have to be tak-

en into account, as well. These factors are discussed in

Sect ion 4.6.

4.3.3 Typical Functions for a Ouasi 24 -Pul se Operation

It has been found that the optimum difference angle, âs

described above, typically occurs around that of point B in
Figure 4.3, where, r(rr)= r(r¡) . Theoretically it is limit-

ed between those of points A and C. According to this cri-

terion, a typical Âa = f(c., ot¿/V") has been found for the

whole range of operation and is plotted in Figure 4.4. It is

assumed that oIU/V" can vary between 0.1 pu and 1.2 pu.

As can be seen from Figure 4.4, the difference angle has

a virtually linear relationship with t,.tr¿/v", which is an-

other advantage of the introduction of the effective firing

angle. In Figure 4.4, all lines of the bottom graph for
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which the effective firing angre reaches its rimit at or¿/v"

points on the top graph are then transferred to url¿lV" =

1.0, which causes extentions on both ends of the curve for
urru/v" = 1.0. This curve (including its extentions) arone is
sufficient to define the difference angle on the whole range

of operat ion, namely,

Âc = [f(oe, 1.0) - 15.1'] . or./v" + 15.1o. (4.13)

The functions determining the maximum and the minimum

limits of the firing angle (i.e., f, and f2 ) are plotted in

Figure 4.5. These functions correspond to the limits shown

in Figure 4.4 and with different strategies of running the

tap (see Section 4.6) they need to be modified accordingly.
If the tap is to operate as an inverter on1y, then the mini-
mum limit of the effective firing angle may simply be a con-

stant (say, about 80 degrees). The maximum limit of the ef-
fective firing angle has a virtually linear relationship
with the maximum firing angle of the second bridge set.
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4.3.4 Overall Harmonic Maqnitudes and Other Effects

Using the functions established above, the overall magni-

tudes (in percentage) of 11th, 13th and 12th harmonics will

theoretically be as shown in Figure 4.6.
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SIight decreases in the overal-1 magnitudes of 23rð, 25th

and 24th harmonics are (theoretically) expected. Higher or-

der characteristic harmonics have not been investigated in

detail, but most of them are expected to be somewhat re-

duced; no characteristic harmonic magnitudes is expected to

increase due to differential firing. So are non-character-

i st ic harmonics.

Differential firing technique is not expected to increase

the valve stresses. The overaLl reactive povrer demand of the

tap wit1, in fact, decrease slightly, as is shown in Figure

2,1 for a difference angle of about 15 degrees.
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4.4 SIMULÀTION NETWORK AND CONTROLS

For digital simulation studies the BipoIe II (positive

pole only) of Nelson River HVDC system is considered as the

main system. À 10>" series tap is inserted right at the mid-

d1e of the dc transmission Iine. The network is schematicaL-

ly shown in Figure 4.7.

Er- s.R. Id, s.R
or o2 I6

:

ì

I
.t

j

a

.i

a

:
l

1ì

1

1

l

l
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i

+ S.R S.R. - Ëi*

9 1 1 9
H.P. tzrh s.c.

H.P

H.P
LOAD

RECTIFIER

Each main converter

series, each two acting

ac systems of the main

Thevenin equivalents.

sides of these converters

TAPPING STAT¡ON INVERTER

Figure 4.7 z Simulation Network.

station consists of four bridges in

as one twelve-pulse bridge set. The

converters are represented by their

s.c. tzrh ¡t. p

TT
,ittr Uttr

R1

1xr
Bcc

G BL Bc

r
H.P.

l3rh

ilth

The filters on Lhe ac and the dc

are as shown in Figure 4.7.

The tap also consists of four (controlled) bridges,

two acting as one twelve-pulse bridge set. However, the
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twelve-pu1se bridge sets are to have different firing angles

to effect a quasi twenty four-pulse operation. The arrange-

ment of smoothing reactors and surge capacitors of the tap

is shown in Figure 4.7, as well. The tap has no dc filters.
The tap operates into an ac system which has no other

source of power. Thus, obviously, the tap will operate as an

inverter. The dc voltage of the tap is to be matched by in-
creasing the transformer tap changers at the (main) rectifi-
er. À synchronous condenser is used at the tap's ac bus to

effect an effective short circuit ratio of 2.5 at fuI1 load

which at light loads reduces to about 2.0. The rated reac-

t ive povrer suppl i ed by the synchronous condenser i s 7 0e" of

the rated real power of the tap. Part of the reguired reac-

tive power (i.e., about 20so of the real power) is supplied

by the 11th and the 13th tuned filters as well as the high-
pass filter. For more details on tap's ac filters see Àppen-

dix B. The rest of the reguired reactive povrer is supplied

by switchable capacitor banks at both tap's ac bus and load

bus. The capacitors are assumed to be available in steps of

0.05 per unit I'fVÀr. The load is represented by a resistance

in parallel with an inductance. The tap's ac bus is connect-

ed to the load bus by a short ac line, which is represented

by its series impedance. Àny transformer in the path (u.9.,

isolation transformer) is also assumed as a series impedance

included in the line impedance. The povler factor of the

circuit is assumed to be 0.85 lagging as seen from the tap's

ac bus excluding the power factor correcting capacitors. The

data of. Figure 4.7 are given in Appendix C.
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The simulation program is EMTDC 1221. AIl bridges are

simulated using the subroutine 86P110 (it also includes the

bridge transformer, valve dampers, firing arrangements,

etc.). The distributed parameter line model of EMTDC program

is used for simulation of the dc lines. The synchronous con-

denser is simulated by the subroutine MAC100, along with the

subroutine SCRX19 for its excitation system. The main rec-

tifier is equipped with a current controller which is simu-

Iated using the subrout ine POL2C5 ( i . e. , pole controller ) .

The main inverter. is equipped with a similar current con-

troller but with 1Oeo l-ower ordered current. It is also

equipped with a minimum margin angle controller, which is

simulated by the subroutine VG1C16 (i.e., valve group con-

troller). The controls of the tapping station are discussed

in the following subsection.

4.4,1 Controls of the Tappinq Station

The vottage at the tap's ac bus (i.e., the terminal volt-

age of the synchronous condenser) is to be regulated by the

excitation control of the synchronous condenser along with

the switching of the capacitor banks (thre action of the

transformer tap changers is neglected). A typical static ex-

citer is assumed, namely, k. = 100 and T. = 0.05 s. The

voltage regulator of the tap is as shown in Figure 4.8. The

:

l
I

'!

time constant of the voltage transducer,

s.
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Figure 4.8: ÀC Voltage Regulator of the Tap.

The speed of the synchronous condenser will be regulated

by controlling the effective firing angle of the tap (simi-

lar to Figure 4.2, but, with speed deviation as the error
signal). The mechanical power applied to the shaft of the

synchronous condenser, Þm, is constant and assumed zeto. In

a steady-state situation the electrical power of the synch-

ronous condenser, Pe, as well as its povJer ang1e, ô, should

be zeyo as well. The effective firing ang)-e (as well as the

individual firing angles) should have a specific value at

any steady state situation. Suppose due to some small dis-
turbance the speed has changed by ¿1o The change in the ef-
fective firing ang1e, h" , should finally settle at a con-

stant value (generally non-zero), while 
^ô 

as well as Âul

should settle at zero. In other words, the effective firing
angle is basicaJ-ly derived by integrating the speed devia-

tion twice. Àssuming a gain of k (or 2rf.k with Âi¡ in per

unit), the following equations can be written,

f

l

l

.

:

:

l
:

:

I

ì

:

a

;

Ao,a = k Aô,

A6=-2tf Ao
S

(4.14)

(4.1s)
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vrhere, o is in per unit and ô and o" are in radians (0 is as

shown in Figure 4.9(b) ). The dot means differentiation with

respect to time. k wiII, then, have a dimension of s-1. IL

may be noted that, for the moment, the measured value of ur

is assumed to be egual to its actual va1ue. Nevertheless,

later on, ât an appropriate place, a pole will be added to

the system for the speed transducer. Furthermore, a propor-

tional signal wilI be added to each integrator output, âs

we11.

For the mechanical part of the machine the following

equation can be written:
Àar=Âpu/l'l (IJotethat, Ap =0), (4.16)

where, M is the moment of inertia and the self-dampingcoef-

ficient, D, is neglected. The 'power is assumed positive
when absorbed by the machine.

In Figure 4.8, the time constant of

er is combined with the time constant

for order reduct ion ) , resuft ing in,
Arf = - ke Avt/{l + s(Te+Tv)},

OF,

Atf = - lv rl(Te+Tv) - I<. Ava/(Te+Tv),

where, \,1 and Vf are the terminal

voltage of the machine (in per unit),

the

of

voltage transduc-

the exciter (i.e.,

(4.17)

(4.18)

the f ieldvoltage and

respectively.

For the electrical part of the machine, neglecting the

dampers and the armature resistance (i.e., using a basic ma-
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chi ne

axes )

model), the following equation can be written (in d-q

[28]:
Âe' = {Av, + (x¡xo) 

^id}/(1 
+ sTf ), (4.19)

Ae' = {- ¡el + Àv- + (x.-xi) Ai.i/Tl (4.20)q - o.å * Àtf + (xo-xj) Aj_dÌ/Tåo,

where, 
"d , *d, *d, , iO and Tjo are the internaL quadrature

axis voltage, the direct axis synchronous reactance, the di-
rect axis transient reactance, the direct axis current and

the open-circuit field time constant of the machine, respec-

tively. The following equations of the machine 128) will
also be needed:

Þ"=idtd*iqtq, (4.21)

td = - *qiq, (4.22)

rq = .å * *åid, (4.23)

u2 =u?+v2, (4.24)
tdq'

where, Vd, rq, iO and xq are the direct axis voltage, the

quadrature axis voltage, the quadrature axis current and the

quadrature axis synchronous reactance of the machine, re-

spectively. Note that the direction of the machine current

is assumed from the terminal bus into the machine (see Fig-
ure 4.9 ) .

or,

Àt any operating point
(denoted by the additional
the synchronous condenser:

ttO = 1.0 pu,

tdo = o'o 
'

tqo = 1'0 PU,

initial conditions

may be assumed for

:

I

I

:

)

.

'I

the following

subscript 0 )
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and = 0.0

1 .0 pu,

1 .0 pu,

q
Àe'+q

q

tfo

iqo

,0

"0

Using these initial conditions, Equations 4.21

can be linearized about any operating point for
turbance âs,

through

a small

4 .24

di s-

aP.

Àv,o
Avq
att

Substituting for Ap. in Equation 4.16 from Equation

then substituting for Atd from Equation 4.26 result
^: - 

/1aû, = (t - ido"q)Aiq/ I'i.

Substituting for Art in Equation 4.1 B from Equation

then substituting for Avn from Equation 4.27 resuft

atf (-avr + k.aei + kexåAio)/(Te + Tu) (4.30)

The relationship of the machine current, i, with the tap-
ping i nverter current , li , and the load current , ig"r câÍr be

found using Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.9(a), a simpiified rep-

resentation of the tapping station is shown, where it is as-

sumed that all harmonic currents produced by the Èap are

perfectly absorbed by the filters and, therefore, the cur-
rents and the voltages are represented by their fundamental

components and the filters are represented by their capaci-

tance at fundamental frequency only. In Figure 4.9(b), the

situation in d-q axes after a small disturbance is shown.
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4.25 and
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Figure 4.92 Simplified Tap and dc (d-q) euantities.

From Figure 4.9(b), the following equations can be

wr i tten:

where, 0i and þ L are the power

the load, respect ively. After
terms, Eguat j.ons 4.31 and 4.32

1

i
o

q I cos ô

i_PiQ cosô-I sinô+I

I sin ôiQ

where,

I

9"f,P

,q,Q

factor angles

expanding the

can be rev¡ritten as:

[e "* U - t'n sin ô,

I cos ô I sin 6,

(4.31)

(4.32)

of'the tap and

sine and cosine

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.3s)

(4.36)

(4.37)

I,QgFitr

Ijp = L cos 0, = IO(!OtqVt-" ou-ol.ô!r-)l\t,

I
I 0

L

IU cos 0

- In sin

Va G(oL ) ,

= V, B(o),

T=-Ìo-ie ^' sin 0i = - VOfr t/. {Zvr+2vr+sin 2at+si-n 2a,

-sin(2crr+2ur)-sin(2ar+2vr)\ /(16 VN). ( 4 . 38 )

Note that !, = Vt in per unit (i.e., the converter trans-
former tap changer ratio is 1.0) and the magnitudes of the

phasor quantities in per unit are equal to their correspond-
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ing dc values in dq axes. Moreover, it is assumed that the

converter causes no delay, i.e., a transfer function of uni-

t¡¡ is assumed for the tapping converter. G + jB is the

equivalent impedance of the load, the capacitors and the

line in Figure 4.9(a), as seen from the tap's bus. Thus:

G(r,) = G1?lu2)/{(t.o - 8"/o - BJa)2 + cfl} , (4'39)

L -

B(o) = (Lcc*bc¡)o - L-lo - !L.o-url -B"lu)rilw-Il
11l,ao-ur/o-\/o¡" +G1o\. (4.40)

The operating point about which Equations 4.33 through

4.38 will be Iinearized for a small disturbance is assumed

to be Pd = -0.83 pu at IO = .1 .0 pu. This load is assumed to

be the maximum steady-state load that can be normally sup-

ptied by the tap with about 1Oeo voltage margin reserved for

dynamic variations; from Figure 4.3, it can be seen that at

point B the load is 0.92 pu (at IO = 'l .0 pu) and to have a

quasi twenty four-pulse operation, the remaining 0.08 pu ca-

pacity of the tap is blocked (it will be shown later that

the blocked portion can usually be reduced to about 0.064

pu). Moreover, it has been found that the system response is

worst at maximum l-oad. Thus . the analysis will be presented

for the above-mentioned operating point only. This operating

point leads to the following initial conditions (in addition

to the initial conditions of the synchronous condenser st,at-

ed before ) :

Id' = 1.0 pu,

GO = 0.83 pu,

BC¡O = 0.2 pu,
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Bæo =

xto =

Em=
Bto =

GRo =

Bo=
Gó=

tsé=

0.05 pu,

0.3 pu,

0.4 pu,

0 .283 pu,

0 .824 pu,

0.159 pr,
dc(o)i dr,r lO

dB(o)/oo lo

= 0.285 pu,

= 0.648 pu,

( 1 33.7 degrees ) ,

( 1 3.80 degrees ) ,

(127 .2 degrees ) ,

( 1 41 .0 degrees ) ,

(8.220 degrees ) ,

(11.23 degrees),

o"o

Âoo

o10

ozo

uto

uzo

Aoo

= 2.333

= 0 .241

= 2.220

= 2.461

= 0.143

= 0.196

rad

rad

rad

rad

rad

rad

d(Ao)/d(o.) lo = -Q .0784,

I.(,pO = 0.83 pu,

Ii¡r,c = -0'83 Pu,

tr.e' = 0.159 Þu,

tie' = -0.727 pu,

and i¿O = -0.57 pu.

Now, from Equations

tions can be derived:

Aid=¿Iie*OtUe,

4.33 through 4.38 the f olJ_owing egua-

^i
--'41 i.P

-^ï
LP

tdo

Go

Bo

^ô,

(4.41)

( 4 ,42)

( 4.43 )

(4.44')

q

AIÍJ, =

otue

G[M+
E[ At" +

Go

Þo

Ae

Ae

r+
q
r+
q

xO Ai

x-'Âi
Cl

o.'

d

,9
- ôViíIdõ ¡o + 6V"-Iaõ

sin q, ^ Âa + ôV-- I-EUENd
.,otå - roo\or¡
4

() *d atd 
'

AI ir)
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AI

where,
iQ-

the

a, Ao + a, Aei + a, Ao" + an &d, (4.46)

main system is treated as a constant direct cur-
The synchronous condenser used for simulation

the following data (for full data see Àppendix

rent source.

studies has

C):

*d = 1.56 (2.33) PU,

*q = 1.10 (1.57) Pt,

"j = 0.30 (0.43) Pu,

% ='1 1.0 s'

trrt = 2.0 H = 3.0 (2.1) pu,

where, H is the inertia constant of the machine. The val-ues

in paranteses are based on the same MVA base (i.e., 100 MVÀ)

as used for the tapping converter. Using the above value for

*å, ^! through u4 have been evaluated as 0.745, -0.745,

0.932 and -1.660, respectively. Substituting Equations 4.43

through 4.46 in Equations 4.41 and 4,42 and solving for Ài¿

and 
^iq, 

and then sustituting for AiO and Otn in Equations

4.20, 4.29 and 4.30 result in three differential equations

in terms of the space variables ô , o , .å , tf and oe. These

three differential Eguations along with Equations 4.14 and

4.15 are one set of the state space equations of the system,

which can be written in matrix form as:

(4.47)

where,
l=¿¿

1\X

ô

(¡

e

o

q
tf
0
e

q

(¡

e

CT

Yr

e
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and,

4

-O.MT

-377.O
0.123

-534. 8

0

0.509

o

0

0

377 k

-o.833
0

-o.o77

-1728.

0

0

0

-4.o77

-ae,.67

0

0. 38I
0

0. 158

-689. I
0

From matrix A the characteristic eguation of the system

can be derived as:

s ( s+0 . 245+ jL3. 76 ) (s+0 . 245-- j73. 76 ) ( s+B . 3SZ+j 9. 511 ) ( s+B . 352

. -j9.511)+146.5ic(s+u.303+j14.22)(s+6.303-j14.22) = g. (4.48)

Às k increases (from zeta) one complex conjugate pair of the

roots of Equation 4.48 enter the right half of the s-p1ane.

Adding two zeros to the open loop transfer function (i.e.,

for the proportional signals in parallel with the integra-

tors) may cause a stable situation. To make the poles clos-

est to the jrrl axi s have as 1i ttle contr ibut ion to the system

response as possible, these zeros should be rather close to

the jo axis 1291. They have been set (after several itera-

tions) at s = -2.0, which result in T1=T2 = 0.5 s. À pole

at s = -50.0 is also added to the open loop transfer func-

tion for the speed transducer (i.e., T, = 0.02 s). There-

fore, the poles of the closed loop transfer function (i.e.,

the eigenvalues of the system) are the roots of the follow-

ing equation:
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1 + cH = 1+1831.25k(s+8.303+j14.22)(s+8. 303-j L4.22¡çs+z¡2 ¡

The root

4.10, for

{s (s+SO ) (s+0 .245+ j73.76 ) (s+0 .245- j].S.T6)
(s+6.357+j9.511)(s+8.357-j9.511)] = 0.

locus plot of Eguation 4.49 is presented

k > 0 [2e].

(4.49)

in Figure

k I 5 iu

:

I

1

l

'i

l
l

:1,

t:

l

l

I

I

:

)

I

j

,

t- plone

k=1.5

k=ø\ k-O

k-O

k'1.5

k.O
o

k.0.376 o.345 k h=O

k=O

koo k.O
k. 1.5

k=1.5

Root Locus
k>0.

Plot of the Closed Loop System forFigure 4.1 0:
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Requiring p = cos 0 > 0.5 for the dominant complex conju-

gate roots, the loop sensitivity turns out to be k > 1.5.

For k - 1.5, the settling time constant of these oscillatory

roots is 0.12 s with an oscillation frequency of 2.3 Hz. In-

creasing k beyond this value is not necessary/ as a very

Iarge k may cause, in some cases, commutation failures. þ =

1.5 s-1 is used for 111 simulation studies. The speed regula-

tor of the tapping station is shown in Figure 4.11. oe min =

80 degrees is assumed. o. mu* is determined from o2 nqx ..-

cording to the top graph of Figure 4.5. o2,n* is determined

by the minimum margin angle controller of the tap. This con-

trol-Ier is used for the second twelve-puLse bridge set

(i.e., the one having the larger firing angle a2 ) on1y, and

is simulated using the subroutine VG1C16 of EMTDC program.

All data of the controfs of the tap are given in Àppendix C,

as well.

oa ro,
(t) ref

+ + c + d2

+ + + +

u pu)
ce min

@1mee.¡(Pu) .f 
ou)

d¡
@ (oct

r¿(....f Pu Vs(mcs)( +

Figure 4.112 Speed Regulator of the Tap.

Tr 1?

cos -tcos '?r-fsk

I cos
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4.5 SIMULÀTION RESULTS

À t ime step

t ion studies.

denser is set

Note that for

r .m. s. ) rated

of 0.000025 s has been used for all simula-

For steady-state studies the synchronous con-

at constant speed, namely, 376.991 rad/s.

ac v¡avef orms the maximum (rather than the

vaLues are used as the per unit bases.

4.5.1 Steady-State Studies

The current and the voltage waveforms of the tap at two

different load conditions, namely, fuII load and no load,

are presented in Figure 4.12. For comparison, the corre-

spo.nding vravef orms f or (conventional ) twelve-pulse operation

of the same tapping station are presented in Figure 4.13.

Note that for a twelve-pufse operation of Lhe same tap, the

11th and the 13th tuned filters have to be modified as the

1 1 th and the 1 3t.h harmon ic magn i tudes are much hi gher than

those of the guasi twenty four-pulse operation. For the de-

tails of these filters see Àppendix B.

The harmonic magnitudes of the waveforms of Figures 4.12

and 4.13 are presented in Tab1e 4.1. They are in agreement

with the theoretical results of Figures 4.6, 2.3, 2.4 and

2.6, taking into account the effect of the system impedance.

Non-characteristic harmonics are more or less the same for

both kinds of operation.
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TABLE 4.1

overall Harmonic Magnitudes (Simulation )

I
çn¡lr çr¡% or v{tt¡/vo%

Quasi 24-Pulse Operation Twe1ve-Pul- se Ope rat i on

n 0.92 pu Load
4.12(a)

No Load
4 .12 (b)

0.92 pu Load
a.13(a)

No Load
4.13(b)

ac
side

tr

7
11
13
17
19
23
25

0.24
0 .21
1 .05
1 .24
0 .17
0.23
1 .65
1..10

0.10
0.24
1.34
1.16
0 .21
0.23
3.77
3.28

0.07
0.02
8.02
6 .19
0.18
0.19
1 .86
0.88

0.23
0.22
9 .07
'1 aat . Ja
0.27
0 .17
3 .87
3.18

dc
side

6
12
18
24

0.70
2.17
0.02
2.45

0.04
0.33
0.02
1.94

0.6s
3.26
0.20
2.69

0.29
1 0.28
0. 14
1 .97

From each twelve-pulse bridge set one varve of the same

position is stuoied. The simuration resuLts of the voltages
and currents (their derivatives are not shown) of these

valves, êt two load conditions, namely, ful] load and no

load, are presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively.
For comparison, the corresponding r{aveforms for twelve-pu1se

operation are presented in Figure 4.16 (in this case both

valves have the same waveforms). The resurts indicate that
the val-ve stresses are basically the same for both kinds of
operation.
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4.5.2 Disturbances in the Tappinq Station

The results of a 1Oeo load change are presented in Figure

4.17. The initial load is 0.83 pu and is reduced by 10e" at
| = 0.05 s. Àt the same time, the reactive component of the

load, L, is al-so reduced so that the povrer factor remains

the same (i.e., 0.85). At | = 0.2 s (i.e., 9 cycles after
the load change) the capacitors are switched (i.e., BC re-
duced from 0.40 pu to 0.35 pu and bCC increased from 0.05 pu

to 0.10 pu) to keep the voltages within acceptable limits.
From the speed deviation curve in Figure 4.17, it can be

seen that the dominant oscillation has a frequency of about

1.92 Hz (i.e., the period of the first cycle after t = 0.2 s

is about 0.52 s). The magnitude of the oscillation reduces

by a factor of 0.03 at the end of the first cycle, which

means a decaying time constant of about 0.148 s. Similar re-

sults can be derived from the firing angle curves in Figure

4,17. These resul-ts are in close agreement grith the theoret-
ical results, considering the simplifications used in the

t,heoretical model.

The results of a 50eo load

ure 4.18. The conditions

4.17 (but, B^ is reduced to
L

0.2 pu) .

reduction are presented in Fig-

are the same

0.25 pu and

those of Figure

is increased to

for harmonic con-

reducing some of

AS

Bcc

Using the differential firing technigue

trol does not preclude the possibility of
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the transient overvoltages of the tap's ac bus by the tap

itself. In fact, with two bridge sets in series, operation

on the minimum VÀr characteristics offers rather smaIl VÀr

absorption capabilities at large loads (see Figure 2.1), if
the reaÌ povrer is to remain unchanged. If the real povrer is
allowed to be changed (".g., f.or a short duration during a

transient overvoltage), then the VÀr absorption capabiJ-ity

of the tap substantially increases at large loads (where it
is needed most), regardless of the (steady-state) operation

characteristic; in any case, the VÀr consumption of the tap

can be increased to as high as 1.1146!sld pu, as can be seen

from Equation 2.3, This capability of the tap (under the

guasi twenty four-pu1se operation) can be seen by comparison

of Figures 4.19 and 4.20. Figure 4.19 is the result of a

complete load disconnection at | = 0.05 s, without any over-

voltage control by the tap ( EC is reduced to 0.0 and Baa is
increased to 0.3 pu at | = 0.2 s). The initial load is o.83

pu. It can be seen t,hat the overvoÌtage at the tap's ac bus

is very large; it has (momentarily) reached as high as 2.2

pu. Figure 4.20 is the result of Lhe same disturbance, but

this time, 5 ms after the load disconnection the effective
firing angle is reduced to about 95 degrees and then re-

leased according to a ramp with a slope of 20 rad/s. In Fig-

ure 4.20, the tap's ac bus voltage has reached as high as

1 .73 pu.
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The results of a three-phase (to ground) fault at the

tap's ac bus are presented in Figure 4.21. The fault occurs

at t = 0.05 s and lasts for 6 cycles. The load is 0.83 pu.

Before removing the fault, the effective firing angle is re-

duced to about 90 degrees and after removing the fault, it

is released according to a ramp with a slope of 20 tad/s.

Figure 4.22 is the result of a single phase-to-ground fault

at the tap's ac bus with similar conditions as those of fig-

ure 4.21 .
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4.5. 3 Di sturbances of the Þlain DC Svstem

The results of a 20eo change in the ordered current of the

system are presented in Figure 4.23. The initial dc line
current is 1.0 pu. The ordered current of the system is re-

duced to 0.8 pu at t = 0.05 s. The load at the tapping sta-

tion is 0.41 pu. At | = 0.2 s, BCC is reduced to 0.0 (from

0.20 pu). BC remains the same (i.e., 0.25 pu).

The results of a dc line (to ground) fautt at the main

inverter end (right before its smoothing reactor) are pre-

sented in Figure 4.24. The load at the tapping station is
0.83 pu. The fault is initiated at | = 0.05 s. Àfter 6.5 ffis,

a forced retard is applied at the main rectifier end by sim-

ply changing the ordered current from 1.0 pu to zero. When

the dc line current drops to zero, the tap is blocked. The

fault is removed at t = 0.25 s (i.e., 200 ms after the con-

ception of the f auJ-t, to alIow f or deionization). At the

same time the ordered current is changed to 1.0 pu. Prior to

deblocking of the tap at t = 0.26 s, the effective firing
angle is reduced to about 90 degrees. After deblocking, it
is released according to a ramp with a slope of 20 rad/s.
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4.6 ECON OMT C ASPECTS ÀND OTHER ÀPPL] CATT ONS

Doubling the number of bridge sets will usually somewhat

increase the cost (per kW) of a converter station. But it is

assumed to be offset by the highet f.lexibility that is

gained, provided that the converter is capable of operating

with one bridge set out of service. A quasi twenty four-

pulse series tap will be able to operate with one bridge set

out of service, if the filters are still capable of perform-

ing adequate f iltering. In this case, in a bipolar conf igu-

ration, 1 1 th and 1 3th current harmonic magnitudeS can reach

slightly higher than one quarter of their corresponding val-

ues at normal (i.e., with atI bridges in service) twelve-

pulse operation of the tap (see Appendix B). À similar situ-

ation exists in case of using phase-shifting transformers,

which usually makes the case uneconomical 112,131. In case

of ac voltage regulation by the tap, the extra cost due to

increasing the number of bridge sets can noÈ be attributed

to higher flexibility, as the regulation capability drops

drastically when one bridge set is taken out of service. Op-

eration on the minimum VAr characteristic, however ' will

have the flexibility of performing under the condition of

one bridge set out of service.
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4.6.1 Cost Comoa r i son

To get some idea about the economic advantages of differ-
ential firing technique and provide a basis for recognizing

other advantageous (or disadvantageous) applications, a com-

parative cost evaluation will be attempted for the three

following cases, based on the tapping station that has been

used for the digital simulation studies presented earlier in

thi s chapter .

Twe1ve-pu1se operation with equal firing angles.

Quasi twenty four-pu1se operation.

Minimum VÀr operation.

It may be noted that in every case the tap consists of two

twelve-pulse bridge sets in each pole and each twelve-pulse

br idge set i s rated at 50 MI^7.

The following unit costs in 1985 Canadian do1lar [30]

will be used:

cost of turnkey terminal ( 1 00 MI,l) = $ 1 30 .00/kW ,

additional cost of series tapping = $10.00/Uw,

cost of synchronous condenser = S55.00/kVÀ,

cost of capacitor banks = ç6.SO/kvar,

cost of energy = $0.0z/kwh,

cost of capacity loss = $2000.0O/kw-installed.
In a conventional converter terminal, the cost of smoothing

reactors and the cost of f i lters are about 5. 3eo and 8. 3eo

[30], respectively. The cost of ac tuned filters are esti-
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mated to be one half of the cost of all (ac and dc) filters,
i.e., 4.15e". The 11th and the 13th harmonic magnitudes of a

series tap are higher than those of a conventional converter

by factors of 1.314 and 1.478, respectively. thus on the

avera9e r

cost of ac tuned filters = 130.00 X 0.0415 (1.314

+ 1.478) / 2 = $7.53/kw.

Ànd,

cost of smoothing reactors = 1 30.00 x 0.053

= $6.85/Uw.

The l-oss of the ac tuned filters of the equal firing opera-

tion at fundamental frequency is 27.771 kW, as calculated in

Appendix B. Àssuming that the tap wi 11 be in ".r,ri.. 95ea of

the time,

c = cost of energy foss per year

= 27.771 X 8760 x 0.95 X 0.02

= 54622.21/year,

Àssumi ng ,

r = annual f ixed charged rate = 0.'1 5,

and,

i = annual

the present day

cr/(1+i) +

i nterest rate

the

0.06,

lost energy is,
J

zcr/(1+í) + ...
worth of

2
Zcr/(l+i\ +

Adding the cost

cost of the

of capacity loss to the cost

losses of ac tuned filters =

x 27.771 / 100000 =

111

,
= cr (t+i) /i-
= $204147.61

= $2.042/kvr.

of energy loss,

2.042 + 2000.00

ç2.60/kw.



The savings on the costs of the ac tuned firters of the
quasi twenty four-pulse operation and the minimum vAr opera-

tion have been f ound to be 33.65eo and 6.17ga ( see Appendix

B), respectively, as compared with the equal firing opera-

tion. The savings on their losses have also been found to be

68.11ea and 13.66e"r rêspectively. The savings on smoothing

reactors are 48e" and 24eo, respectively, which have been caL-

culated using Equation 2.39 (for the data see Appendix C).

The rating of the synchronous condenser for the quasi twenty

four-pulse tap is 70 MVA, which effects an effective short
circuit ratio (eSCn) of 2.5 at 0.92 pu load (at 1 .0 pu dc

line current). To have the same effective short circuit ra-
tio for either of the other casesf a 74 MVA synchronous con-

denser is needed. The total capacitance used for reactive
power compensation in each case is calculated based on keep-

ing both the voltage at the tap's ac bus and the voJ,tage at
the load bus within the same limits in all three cases. In

case of the quasi twenty four-pulse tap the provided filter-
ing level aIlows lv¿l (in inversion mode) to be increased

upto 0.936 pu at I,l = 1.0 pu, i.e., 6.4eo of the capacity of

the tap has to be blocked (see Figure 4.3). However, as the

dc line current decreases, it is possible to run the tap in
a way that the blocked portion tapers of f ; f or Id \< 0.31 pu

no portion has to be blocked. This vray of runing the tap is
advantageous in reducing the transmission losses. The aver-

age of the conversion capacity loss is estimated to be 3.4eo.
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The results of the above

Table 4.2. The savings for

eration and the minimum VAr

and 1 .7e", respectively.

considerations are presented in

the quasi twenty

operation are in

four-pulse op-

excess of 2.0e"

TABLE 4.2

Cost Comparison of Equal and Differential Firing Operations

Coefficient (pu) ç/xw-capac i ty

Description 12-P o 24-P Min VAr 1 2-P o 24-P Min VAr

Cost of Terminal

Àddi t ional Cost
for a Series Tap

1.0 1 0 1 0 130.00 130.00 130.00

1 0 1.0 1.0 10.00 '1 0.00 10.00

40.70

3.48

-1 .65

-0.46

-0.36

181 .71
(98.3e")

Cost of Synchr-
onous Condenser
at $s5. 0 O/nve

Cost of
Capac itor Banks
at $6.50lkvAr

0.74

0.65

0.70 0.74 40.70 38. s0

0.628 0.536 ^ a)
2 o LJ

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.08

_2 2'1

-2.53

-1 .77

Saving on Smoo-
thing Reactors
ar $6. Bg/Xw

Saving on
AC Tuned Filters
at $7. s2/uw

0.0 0.48

0.336s

0.24

0.0617

0.1 366

0.0

0.0

1.0

Saving on
the Losses of
AC Tuned Filters
at ç2.60/kw

Total Unit Cost
I nc luding the
Capacity Loss of
the O 24-P Tap

0.6811

1 .0352 .1 .0 1 84. 93
( 100e")

181.13
(gg.e")
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4.6.2 Other Àpplications

It is possible to reduce the conversion capacity loss of

the quasi twenty four-pu1se tap, even to the point that it
vanishes altogether, by increasing the level of filtering.
The required level of filtering will-, in any case, be con-

siderably lower than that of the normal twelve-puIse opera-

tion of the tap, as the magnitudes of 1 '1th and 13th harmon-

ics will be at most equal to those of the same converter

operaLing around Vd = -1.0 pu. In this case there is no need

to decrease the 11th and Lhe 13th harmonic magnitudes to the

val-ues of the quasi twenty four-pulse operation. Instead,

while the magnitudes of 11th and 13th harmonics are kept

around the values corresponding to the operation at minimum

margin angle, the magnitudes of other harmonics such as 23rd

and 25th can be reduced as well-.

One possibility is to ]ook for minimum commutation fail-
ures, namely, minimum difference angIe. In this case, the

difference angle can be approximated by,

Acr=-1.31 (oIO/V") +10.04 degrees. (4.50)

It may be noted that when one bridge set reaches its minimum

margin angle limit, the difference angle can be reduced down

to zero to meet larger loads and, therefore, Do capacity

wiIl be lost (i.e., Do blocked portion).

Ànother possibility is to maximize the

duction ( i.e. , to maximize the difference

react ive

angle ) ,

power

while the
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11th and the 13th harmonic magnitudes are kept at or

the same leve1s. The required difference angle will be

20 degrees.

below

about

À third possibility is to obtain the maximum possible re-

duction on the installed reactive povrer (i.e., 8.Oeo as shown

in Figure 2.1) and reduce the harmonic magnitudes as much as

possible¡ âs wel1. This case will require a difference an-

gle of about 42 degrees

The maximum (theoretical) magnitudes of the harmonics and

the amount of the reactive power reduction of the above pos-

sibilities are presented in Table 4.3. For comparison, the

corresponding values of the egual firing operation are pro-

videdr ês we11.

TÀBLE 4.3

Comparison of Various Possibitities

Maximum Harmonic Magnitudes (ea) VAT

Case
Description

ÀC Side
n=1 2 n=24

Re¡drle t i on
n=ll n='1 3 n=23 n=25 9.)

EquaI Firing 8.57 7.08 3.33

1 .3s

2.91

1.15

11.84 5.86 0.0

0.3

)tr,

8.0

^0=-1.31 
I?d

+1 0.04 degrees

Aa Ë 20 degrees

Âa = 42 degrees

6.57 4.83 5.98 2 .93

6.57 4.83 1 .69 1.40 5. 94 2.90

7.46 5.77 1.86 1 .54 6.51 3.10
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Another apptication that has been mentioned before is a

quasi twelve-pu1se operation which is not economical as com-

pared with the twelve-pulse operation using vrye- and delta-

connected transformer windings, âs the remaining magnitudes

of the sth and the 7th harmonics are rather large and, at

1.0 pu dc line current, about 18ea of the capacity of the

converter will have to be blocked.

It should be noted that the application of differential

firing technique is not restricted to series tapping and can

be applied to the converters of a point-to-point system, âs

well. However, in this case, the required installed reactive

power wiIl increase. To have a quasi twenty four-pulse in-

verter, the increase in the reguired installed reactive pow-

er will be 0.06'1 pu ( in case of a series tap ít, in f act,

decreases by about 0.0'1 pu) . Moreover, the original magni-

tudes of the characteristic harmonics of the converter are

considerably lower than those of a series tap and, there-

fore, the savings on the unit cost of filters (and their

Iosses) will be considerably less. À cost analysis similar

to that of Table 4.2 reveals that this case is unlikely to

result in any savings. Neverthel-ess, the idea of harmonics

reduction using differentiaL firing can be implemented, at

virt,ually no cost, in converters with two (or two sets of )

bridges in series, to be in ef fect in case of f ilter outag-

es; the converter will be able to operate at somewhat de-

creased dc voltage and possibly at somewhat decreased dc
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]ine current. Several predetermined functions for the dif-
ference ang)-e can be considered to take care of different
harmonic filters and, thereby, considerabJ-y increase the

continuity of service and improve the reliability of the

system as a whoIe.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the concept of differential firing has

been investigated for two groups of potentially advantageous

possibilities, namely, VAr control and harmonic controL. At

large loads, the voltage regulations are smal-l for two

bridge sets and improve considerably as the number of bridge

sets increases. However, as the number of bridge sets in-
creases, so does the complexity of the tapping station and

technical as well as economic problems may arise.

In case of harmonic control several advantageous possi-

bilities exist, of which a classical application, namely, a

guasi twenty four-puIse operation, has been investigated in
detail. Àn appropriate control method, namely, the predet-

ermined differential firing method, has been developed. The

introduction of the effective firing angle has made the case

more practical. Theoretical as well as digital simulation

studies have been performed and their results have been com-

pared. The technical feasibiJ.ity of the idea has been shown

by both theoretical and simulation results and, even with a

weak ac system at the tapping station, no side effect has
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been detected. The tap's capability to reduce some of the

transient overvoltages of its own ac bus may still be ex-

ploited. The economic advantages of the idea have been

shown, âs well. Harmonic magnitude reduction using differ-
ential firing may have advantageous applications in convert-

ers other than series taps, âs weIl.
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ChaPter V

CONCLUS]ONS AND SUGGESTTONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

The main objective of this thesis has

the viability of series tapping of HVDC

persuit of this objective, two techniques,

been to increase

transmi ss i on. I n

namely,

1

2

diode rectifier series

differential firing in

tapping and

ser ies tapping,

have been investigated.

5.1 CONCL SIONS

Based on the results of the analytical studies, the digi-

tal simulation studies and the economic comparisons present-

ed in this thesis, the following major concLusions are de-

rived:

Diode rectifier series tapping is technically feasi-

ble and economically very attractive. There is no

need for dc circuit breakers and the tap can satis-

factorily operate l¡ithout many components such as

filters, communication system, etc., normally used in

an HVDC converter station. The tap does over3'y

increase the complexity of the system and the flexi-

bility of the main system remains more or less in-

tact.
119
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2 Two inherent drawbacks of HVDC converters, namely,

the consumption of reactive power and the production

of characteristic harmonics, are more apparent and

more intense in a (conventionally controlled) con-

verter operating as a series tap. The concept of dif-

ferential firing is, to some extent, capable of miti-
gating these problems.

Some voltage regulation on the tap's own ac bus can

be exerc i sed by using di f ferent ial f i r ing. At a

Iarge load the voltage regulation that can be ob-

tained with two bridge sets in series is relatively

smaIJ-, but improves considerably as the number of

bridge sets increases. However, as the number of

bridge sets increases, so does the complexity of the

tapping station, and technical as well as economic

problems may arise.

Harmonic magnitude reduction using differential fir-

ing is technically feasible and can result in overall

economic Aains. À viable application is the so-caIled

quasi twenty four-pu1se operation.

The quasi twenty four-pulse operation of a series tap

does not preclude the reduction of some of the tran-

sient overvoltages of the tap's ac bus by the tap it-

self .

The option of combining the harmonic magnitude reduc-

tion and the VÀr reduction exists, which may result

in even more economic gains.

3

4

L

6
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Harmonic magnitude reduction using differential fir-

ing may have valuable applications in converter sta-

tions other than series taps, â5 well.

5.2 MÀJOR CONTRTBUT]ONS

The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. Comprehensive analyseS of the reactive povler require-

ments and the characteristic harmonics of a series

tap and their comparison with those of other (prima-

rily conventional) converter operations.

2, Ànalysis of the effect of the location of a series

tap on the characteristic harmonics entering the dc

transmission line from the tap.

3. proposal and analysis of a diode rectifier series tap

on an HVDC line and itS comparison with other

schemes.

4. Oigital simulation studies of an HVDC system incorpo-

rating a prototype diode rectifier series tap and de-

velopment of a method for smooth deblocking (or

blocking) of the tap.

5. Analysis of the ac voltage regulation capability of a

ser ies tap as a result of di f ferent ial f i r in9.

6. Development of the firing algorithm for a quasi twen-

ty four-pu1se series tap.

7. proposal of the appropriate modifications in the con-

trol system of the tapping station, as required for

7
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harmonic magnitude reduction using differential fir-
ing, and the small signal analysis of a prototype

system.

oigital simulation studies of an HVDC system incorpo-

rating a prototype guasi twenty four-pu1se series

tap.

Examination of the economic implications of various

applications of differential firing.

5.3 SUGGEST]ONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

From the results of the digitaJ. simulat ion studies of

the I 0e. diode rect i f ier ser ies tap presented in thi s

thesis, it appears that the tap can, in fact, be

Iarger than 10e". Thus, further digital simulation (or

simuLator) studies as to the relative magnitude of

the tap is suggested. Moreover, the configuration of

the diode rectifier tapping station (rigure 3.1(b))

suggests that unit connection schemes can be used in

further investigations of the diode rectifier series

tapping technique. Operation at higher frequencies

(for better efficiency) may be investigated as wel1.

Àn inverter series tap requires Lhe maintenance of a

corresponding rectifier voltage in the dc system. It

appears to be more logical, âs well as more economi-

cal, to provide the required rectifier voltage by a

diode rectifier series tap. In this case, the reduc-

I

9

2
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3

tion of dc harmonics of the inverter tap by using

differential firing will be more vaIuab1e.

When an actuaL series tapping project is available, a

comprehensive cost analysis of various possibilies of

di f ferent ial f i r ing, in order to arr ive at the opt i -

mum case, is recommended (the optimum case, if avaiL-

able, can be used for the inverter tap of the config-

uration suggested in (2) above).

Fina1ly, the applicaÈion of harmonic magnitude reduc-

tion using differential firing as a contingency plan

( i.e. , in case of filter outages) in a conventional

HVDC converter, is another area for further studies.

4
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Appendix A

SIMULÀTION DATA OF DIODE RECTIFIER SERIES
TÀPPT NG

À.1 THE MAIN RECTTFTER

Ratings: 529 kv/pole = 1.058 PU,

2000 À - 1.0 pu,

1058 t'tw/po1e

R"q = Su.ri_./n = 26 .46 ohms.

0*^_-- 1 3 degrees.marfr].n

0, 2 deqrees.
m1n

0*^_- = 135 degrees.max

Smoothing Reactors = 750 mH.

DC High-Pass Filter: 0.6 uI', 20.36 ñH,

DC i2th Tuned Filter: 0.4 ¡lF , 122.2 ftH,

KR1 = -5.882 degrees/e.s,

KR2 = 0.0'1 36 s.

T- = 0.006 s.l-

1 000 ohms.

7 .94 ohms.
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A.2 THE INVERTER

Ratings: '1 .1 x 500 kvrlpole = 1.1 x 1'0 PU,

2000 A = 1.0,

1 .1 X 1000 MwrlPo1e.

R = 3.'f-^lr = 25 ohms.
equ

o*in = 110 degrees.

Y*in = 18 degrees

ï = 10eo of the Rated DC Line Current '
-margln

Smoothing Reactor = 750 mH.

DC High-Pass Filter: 0.6 UF, 20'36 mH, 1000 ohms'

Dc 12L:n Tuned Filter: 0.4 UF, 122'2 ffiH, 7 '94 ohms'

KI 1 = -5.882 degrees/e'.s.

RIz = Q.01 36 s.

T = 0.006 s

A.3 DC TRANSMTSSION LINES

Rectif ier Side z 193.7 mi,

0.025 ohms/mi ,

2.528 mu/mi ,

0.01442vT /^í.

I nverter Side: 387 .3 mi ,

0.025 ohms/mi ,

2.528 m\/mí ,

0 .01 442 uF /ní ,

1
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À.4 TAPPING STATION

Ratings: 50 kv/pole =

2000 À = 1.0

100 Mwrlpo1e.

Each Smoothing Reactor

Each Surge Capacitor =

Each Snubber Circuit =

Converter Transf ormer :

Generator 3 MVÀ=

1.0 Þu,

PU'

= 75 mH.

1 .0 UF.

0.5 UF, 182.5 ohms.

ÀC Side Three-Phase MVA = 111.0,

ÀC Side kV = 13.8 (r,-r,),

DC Side kV = 19.63/winding (r.-r.) ,

Leakage Reactance = 11.32e",

Series Resistance = 0.5eo,

Parallel Resistance = 1 .0 lyllì,

Knee of Saturation Curve = 1.2 pu.

120, kV = 13.8, f" = 60 Hz,

0.0033 pu, *g. = 0.165 pu, *0 = 0.165 pu,

1.'1 06 pu, xå = 0.301 PU, *d = 0.233 pu,

0.640 pu, xn = , *ä = 0.242 pu,

= 4.10 s, Täo = 0.019 s' täo = 0.048 s,

3 .42 law. s/wA , o = 2 .0 pu.

r
a

*d

Xq

mlr..do

H=
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Àppendix B

AC FILTERS W]TH D]FFERENTIÀL FIRING

B. '1 OUÀSI TWENTY FOUR_PULSE OPERATI ON

The cost of a filter tuned for a particular harmonic var-
ies with the size of the filter l12J as,

I( = A.s + B.s-1 , (B-1 )

where,

K = cost (S),

S = size (war ) ,

A = constant (ç/uver),

and B = constant (S.Wer).

Àssuming,

LC = unit cost of capaciior (g/uvar),

inductor ($,/¡rver) = 1and Ll, = unit cost

the above constants

of

ur,/ 2 (s-z)

.g iJc,

can be described as,

A=uc + n
2 (1 + 1.8/n )uc

and,

e = vç11 trn>l (uc * u")ln = 2.8 ucrS t 6)?Ëcln,
where,

u(r) = fundamental voltage (kv/phase),

and I1n¡n = nth harmonic current through the

The size for minimum cost, Smin , is found

derivative of Equation B-1 to zero. Thus,

s__.._ = (B/A)È ,mr_n
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...::

)::

:.]

and I

I{_.,_ = 2(A.B)
nìl-n

Àssumi ng ,

1
ã,

0m = maximum network impedance angle = 75 degrees,

and ô* = maximum per unit deviation of. frequency from tuned

frequency = 0.02,

the optimum quality factor of the filter l12l is,

Qo=0.65/6o=32'5,
and the nth (ac ) harmonic volt,age in per unit of f undamentaÌ

voltage i s.,

ô*{n2+2¡å cos(o" lz) lêns )È . (8-6 )

Thus,

v.--. = 0.883e" <'(r1)
u(ta) = o'810e" <

and there is no need to increase the size of the tuned fil-

ters beyond Smin .

For the quasi twenty four-pu1se series tap in digital

simulation studies,

u(t) = 9'815 kv'

t(f) = 3'79 kÀ'

I(rr)l = o'027 I11¡æc(þ¡'l2) = 0'129 kÀ'

r(rs)r' = 0'o2a rlt¡sec(Qr,.lz) = 0.110 kÀ.

Note that the values 0.027 and 0.023 are the maximum per

unit 11th and 13th harmonic currents of the bipolar tap when

one twelve-pulse bridge set is out of service. Then,

t(rr) = O'634 MVÀr/Phase (= 1'9eo) 
'

*(rr) = $1 '287 Uc Per Phase '
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C aU / (uv
t

(1) ) 17.46 xF,(11) (11)

t(rr) = t/(c(u )^'n') = 3'33 ffiH,

n(rr) = (L111 )/c(tt)lålQo = o'425 ohm,

Ioss,11) = (oc q1)v(r))2R(rr) = 1 '774 kw/phase,

t(tt) = 0.498 vrvlr/phase (- 1.5e¿),

v = e1.007 Ux per phase,"(1s ) '/

C.._. = 13.71 xF,- (13)
Llrs) = 3'04 ffiH'

F = 0.458 ohm,"(13)

-=*(rr) = 1'178 kw/Phase'

To decrease the arithmatic sum of the voltage harmonics

up to 2sth inclusive to 2.Sea 112), the arithmatic sum of. 23rd

and 25th should be,

2.5 (0.883 + 0.810) = 0.807e".

The arithmatic sum of the 23rð. and the 25th harmonic cur-
rents through the high-pass f ilter is,

t(".n.)o = (0.0333 + 0.0291) 1(r) sec@^/2) = 0.298 kA.

The magnitude of the impedance of the high-pass filter at

the resonance frequency (i.e., at n = 24) is,

lzl = *(rr.n. 
)/ 

{a(1 + Q)å} , ( B-7 )

= 0.0080t u(r)/ris.n.)F = 0.266 ohm,

where,

Q = t¡ n *(".n.) c(u.p.) ' (B-8)

Àssuming that the total reactive power supplied by the fil-
ters should be z}eo of the reaf povrer of the tap,

= 20 (1.9 + 1.5) = 16.6eo = 5.533VfVAr/phase,

and,

a
(H.P.)
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"(".".)
t(".o.)
*(".o.)

= 152.36 xF,

= 0 .08 fiìH,

= 1 .84 ohms.

8.2

FortheSametappingstationbutwithequalfiringan_
gì-es, the same high-pass f ilter can be used' But the 11th

and the 13th tuned filters have to have much larger sizes'

namely,

s = 0.634 x 8.57 / z,l = 2.012 MVÀr/phase (= 6.049") ,

"(11)
and'(,u)=0.498x7.08/z.g=,1.533lltvLr/phase(=4.609").
The corresponding costs and losses are 

'

K = 1 .287 Uc X 8.57 / z.l = $4.085 LC per phase '"(11)
*(tr) = i'007 uc x 7'oB / z'3 = s3'010 Lc per phase'

t*(rr) = 1'774 x 8'57 / z'l = 5'631 kw/phase'

and lossql3) = 1'178 x 7'oB / z'z = 3'626 kw/phase'

Thus, the total (three-phase) vAr, the total cost and the

total }oss of both 11th and 13th tuned filters are'

total VAr

total cost = 3 ( 4.085 + 3.010) UC = ç21'285 UC'

totaÌ loss = 3 ( 5.631 + 3'626) = 27'771 kw'

COMPÀRISON WITH TWELVE_PULSE OPERÀTION

In comparison, the tuned filters of the quasi

four-pulse tap supply a total VAr of 3'4>o' Assuming

difference, nameIY,

10.64 3.40 = 7.24>",

is supplied by capacitor banks, the total cost will

3 (1 .287 + 1.007) Uc * 7.24 UC = $14'122 UC'
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which means 33.65e" saving. The saving on the f il-ter losses

1S,

100 127.771 3 (1 .774 + 1.178)l / zt.ttt 68 . 1 1ga.

8.3 MINIMUM VAR OPERATI ON

If the

11th and

to 7 .55e"

tota l
total

tap

the

and

VAT

c ost

operates on minimum VÀr characteristics, the

13th harmonic currents of the tap will reduce

5.92e", respect iveIy. Thus,

= 9 .24e",

= 18.572 Ll

= ç19.972

+ ( 1 0.64 -9.24) U

(6.17e" saving ) ,

C

uc

Ç,

and,

total loss 23.978 kw ( 1 3.66e. saving ) .
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Àppendix C

SIMULATION DÀTÀ OF DTFFERENTIÀL FIRTNG

C.1 THE RECTIFIER

Ratings: 1.1 x 529 kv/pole,
2000 A,

1 .1 X 1 058 Mw/po1e.

cr . = 13 degrees.
nÌarg1n

0,. = 5 deqrees.
m1n

orn"* = 135 degrees.

Smoothing Reactor = 750 mH.

Each Snubber Circuit: 3000 ohms, 0.018 ¡rF.

DC High-Pass Filter: 0.6 þF, 20.36 mH, 1000 ohms.

DC 12th Tuned Filter: 0.4 UF, 122.2 ffiH, 7.94 ohms.

ÀC High-Pass Filter: '10.0 uF, 4.9 mH, 134.0 ohms.

Thevenin Eguivalent of the ÀC System: 136.5 kV (f,-C) ,

0.9 + j 6.92 ohms.

Converter Transformers: Three-Phase MVA = 316.78,

AC Side kV = 230.0 (t,-t),

DC Side kV = 112.0 (l-t),

Ireakage Reactance = 20eo,

Knee of Saturation Curve = 1.2 pu.

KR1 = - 5.294 degrees/a.s.

KR2 = 0.0136 s.

T. = 0.006 s.
1
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C.2 THE MÀTN INVERTER

Ratings: 500 kv/poIe,

2000 À,

1000 Met/pole.

y_,_. = 18 degrees.'run
û_,_ = 110 degrees.

m1n

0____ = 180 degrees.
ntax

Smoothing Reactor = 750 mH.

Each Snubber Circuit: 3000 ohms, 0.018

DC High-Pass Filter: 0.6 uF, 20.36 mH,

DC 12th Tuned Filter: 0.4 trF, 122.2 mH

ÀC High-Pass Filter: 6.0 uF, 2.21 ñH,

ÀC '1 1th Tuned Filter: 4.1 tlF, 14.3 ßH,

AC 1 3th Tuned Filter z 2.9 uF, 1 4.3 mH,

Thevenin Equivalent of the AC System:

uF.

1 000 ohms.

, 7.94 ohms.

1 58.0 ohms.

1 .08 ohms.

1 .27 ohms.

134.6 kV (r,-C),

0.85 + j 7.14 Ohms.

1.2 pu

Converter Transfomers: Three-Phase MVÀ = 308.3,

AC Side kv = 230.0 (r,-r,),

Dc Side kv = 109.0 (r,-l),

Leakage Reactance = 20eo,

Knee of Saturation Curve

KIl = - 5.294 degrees/A.s.

l/tI2 = 0.01 36 s.

T. = 0.006 s.
1

Imargin = 10eo'

-l
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C.3 DC TRANSMTSSION LINES

Rectifier Sidez 290.5 mi,

0.02494 (Lower Frequency)

0.02977 (Higtrer Frequency)

2.528 mH/mi ,

0.01442 uF/ní.
Inverter Side z 290.5 mi,

0.02494 (Lower Frequency)

0.02977 (Uigtrer Frequency)

2.528 mH/mí ,

0.01442 vF/ni.

ohm/mi,

ohm/mi,

ohm/mi,

ohm/mi,

C.4 TÀPPING STÀTTON

Ratings: 50 kv/pole ='1 .0 pu,

2000 À = 1.0 pu,

100 ltw/pote = 1.0 pu.

12n,in = 18 degrees.

0e min = 80 degrees.

d, = 0.92 o2 
^u* 

+ 0.0824 rad.e nìax

Acr = (- O.OgZ3t+ a! + 0.s11267 ": - 0.9s5492 a"

+ 0.597138)(ürrd/vs) + 0.263632 rad.

Each Smoothing Reactor = 75.0 mH.

Each Surge Capacitor = 0.5 uF.

Each Snubber Circuit: 0.4 ìtF, 200.0 ohms.

Capacitor across each Bridge = 0.6 uF.

ÀC High-Pass Filter: 152.36 þF, 0.08 RH, 1.84 ohms.

Àc 11th Tuned FiIter for Quasi Twenty Four-Pulse Operation:

17;46 uF, 3.33 mH, 0.425 ohm.
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ÀC 13th Tuned Filter for Quasi Twenty Four-Pu1se Operation:

13.71 uF, 3.04 ÍìH, 0.458 ohm.

ÀC 11th Tuned Filter f or TweLve-Pul-se Operation:

55.42 uF, 1.05 mH, 0.134 ohm'

ÀC 13th Tuned FiIter f or Twel-ve-Pulse Operation:

42.2 UF, 0.988 mH, 0.149 ohm'

Converter Transformers: Three-Phase MVÀ = 29'18,

Ac Side kv = 17 .0 (t,-l) = 1 .0 PU,

Dc Side kV = 10.316 (r-l),

Leakage Reactance = 10 .77e",

Knee of Saturation Curve = 1.2 Pu.

Synchronous Condenser¡ MVA = 70, kv= 17.0, fs = 60 Hz,

Ta= o-00232 PU, *L = 0.17 PU,

*o = 0'13 PU, *d = 1'56 PU'

*ä = 0.3 pu, *ä = 0.19 Pu,

"q = 1.10 pu, *ä = 0 .23 pu,

Tåo = 11.0 s, Täo = 0.17 s,

Tt'qo = 0.32 s, H = 1.5 Mw.s/wx,

D = '1 . 0 PU , Saturat i on I nc luded '

Speed Regulator: tç = 1.5 s-I, Tl = T2 = 0.5 s' T, = 0'02 s'

Voltage Regulator: t.. = 1OO, Tu = 0.05 s' 1., = 0.01 s'
tf ,nr* = 6.0 PU, tf *in = - 6.0 Pu.

ssritchable capacitors¡ c ¿ I x 45.9 uF, cc = 6 X 45.9 pF.

Short AC Linet Rt = 0.1 ohm, Lt = 2.3 mH'
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